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Tuesday, AprU 23,1985

Ms. Bronze crowned
by Caroline Longer
staff reporter

"I wanted to win this contest
for my father, Herman Warren
Sr., who died last Tuesday,"
said Tara Warren, junior
RTVF major. She had worn
her father's wedding band behind her ring during the contest for good luck.

by April McdeUan
reporter

The University's 1985 senior
class has created a real challenge for upcoming senior
classes.
Through the 1985 Senior Challenge campaign drive called
"Challenge Beyond Tradition,"
this year's senior class has
pledged a little over $58,000, the
highest amount of funds ever
raised by a senior class during
the campaign's 16-year history.
This campaign theme was
chosen because initially the volunteers hoped to raise a record
amount of 650,000 during the
drive.
Senior Challenge is an annual
campaign designed to raise
funds for the University through
monetary pledges from graduating seniors.
During the campaign, graduating seniors were motivated
to pledge money by a group of
student volunteers from the
graduating class.

"If you keep believing in
yourself and God, all things are
possible," Warren said about
her winning of the pageant.
She dedicated her talent
number, the song "Inseparable," to the memory of her
father. She had to sing the song
a second time because of trouble with the microphone.
Much time and effort was
given to make the 12th Annual
Ms. Bronze Pageant an evening of entertainment in the
finest order, said Jonathen
Turner, president of Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity, the contest's
sponsor.
"The Ms. Bronze pageant is
one of the most exciting minority events to occur on any
college campus." Turner said.
Turner said the contest does
not stress the media standards
of beauty. Instead, it is a showcase of talent expression and
poise which emphasizes the
positive attributes and inner
qualities of the minority
women of today.
"I DO not feel that there is
anything sexist about this particular pageant," Turner commented.
Warren had some tough competition. The first runner-up
was Michelle Graham, junior
interpersonal and public communication (IPCO) major.
Second runner-up was Kelly
McCoy, junior political science
major, and the third runner-up
was Jamie Suggs, sophomore
international business major.
Stephanie Thompson, senior
architectural technologies major, was voted by the other
contestants as Ms. Congeniality for being the most helpful to them during preparation
for the pageant.
Graham was named the contestant with the Best Talent
Expression for her presentation of Dianna Ross' hit "Missing You." which she dedicated

Seniors meet
class challenge
Class of 1985
pledges $58,000
for project

The newly crowned Ma.
Bronze won the pageant in
honor of her father.

BG News/Susan Cross

Ms. Bronze crowned

A teary-eyed Tara Warren, junior radio/television/film major, accepted the title of Ms. Bronze 1985
Saturday night. Ms. Warren was crowned by the 1984 Ms. Bronze Sandra Stevens following the four-hour
competition held In the Grand Ballroom.

to Martin Luther King Jr. The
act received a standing
ovation.
The theme for Ms. Bronze
1965 was "We are the World,
We are the Children" and the
audience was asked to sing the
song of the same title for those
starving in Ethiopia. The audience joined hands, sang, and
then asked for an encore and
sang it again.
TO SHOW the fraternity's

commitment to helping eliminate the mass famine in Ethiopia, part of the proceeds of the
pagent will go to the Ethiopia
Relief Fund, said Garrett Hudson, co-chairman of the contest.
To qualify for the competition, a person must have been a
female minority University
student with at least a 2.0
Eade point average, must
ve a financial sponsor, and
"a positive outlook on herself

and life in general," Turner
said.
The other contestants were:
Nekole McFerren, freshman
IPCO major; Andrea Gerider,
freshman computer science
major; Lolita Collins, sophomore business major; and
sophomore Julie Brown.
The contest was judged by
University Administration officials, while entertainment was
provided by the Toledo-based
band Mixed Company.
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A Senior Challenge phone-athon held April 10 and 11 generated about $13,000 in telephone
pledges.
"The pbone-a-thon boosted
morale and kept pledges coming
in," Blake said.
But the campaign is not over
yet. Blake said a couple hundred
seniors, who were unable to be
reached by phone, will be sent
follow-up letters to encourage
them to make pledges.
Also, the executive committee
set up the 500 Club to recognize
volunteers who raised $500 or
more during the campaign.
These volunteers will be given a
certificate for membership into
the club.
Blake said the 500 Club
worked as an incentive for the
volunteers.
"We have over 31 people in the
500 Club right now,'f Blake said.
Seniors who pledged money
will make their first payment a
year from now, with payments
continuing over a three-year period.
Blake said a 70 percent return
rate is expected from the
pledges that were made. This
amount varies from year to
year, but the anticipated return
rate is up from previous years
due to the increase in pledges
this year, she said.
The senior class will donate
two-thirds of these funds to build
a gazebo on campus and the
remaining funds will be used
toward an area chosen by the
class. The gazebo will be a small
building with benches inside
which can be used as a meeting
place for students, Blake said.

ONE REASON that the drive
raised a record amount this year
may be attributed to an enthusiastic executive committee who
incorporated many innovative
techniques, said MariAnn
Blake, graduate assistant in the
Office of Alumni Affairs.
The 18-member committee,
who began to coordinate the
project in November, offered a
lot of creative ideas and suggesBefore deciding on the gazebo,
tions.
"(The) executive committee the executive committee gathwas a dynamic group," Blake ered information in December
from seniors, faculty members
said.
and the administration as to the
Some of the new ideas used, best gift that the class could
along with past techniques, con- donate to the University.
tributed to the success of the
"The money generated from
the pledges will cover the cost of
campaign drive.
"All seniors were initially con- building the gazebo and landtacted by letters and bro- scaping," Blake said.
chures," Blake said.
A graphic design model of the
A group of about 400 graduating seniors volunteered to work gazebo is on display in the lobby
for the campaign. During Senior of the alumni center.
The location of the gazebo
Giving Week, April 1-5, each of
these volunteers contacted five cannot be officially decided until
of the 3600 graduating seniors after all of the funds are coleither in person or over the lected four years from now. But
the Union Oval and the area by
telephone.
"(Through) personal contact,1 the Student Recreation Center
pond are two possible locations,
the best success is achieved,'
Blake said.
Blake said.

Senators, Nicaraguan president confer
WASHINGTON (AP) -Two Democratic senators said Sunday that Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega is
willing to restore civil liberties and
negotiate with the United States to
achieve peace in Central America.
Senators Tom Harkin of Iowa and
John Kerry of Massachusetts said Ortega expressed a willingness to negotiate an end to the presence of Soviet
military personnel in the region and to

cease efforts to export the Sandinista
revolution to neighboring nations.
The freshmen senators who met with
Ortega in the Nicaraguan capital of
Managua presented the offer to members of the Senate Democratic leadership at a Sunday meeting in the
Capitol.
The senators said Ortega also told
them he would restore civil liberties
and end press censorship in Nicaragua

Equipment:
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

The upgrading of instructional
equipment has Deen one of the
main concerns of the University
as well as the rest of the state,
according to Richard Eakin.
vice president for planning and
budgeting.
Eakin said this concern has
been reflected in the amount of
money allocated to the University for instructional equipment
as well as the University's ex-

penditure of its own money on
equipment.
"The Ohio Board of Regents
and the legislature have recognized in the last two biennium
that universities across Ohio
have an increased need for
equipment - and they have responded," Eakin said
He to referring to the $11.1
million the University has spent
on equipment since Spring 1962.
Eakin said the money for new
equipment purchases at the University has come from more

if the United States agreed to resume
bilateral negotiations and end its support for the guerrillas, known as ConOrtega also said Nicaragua would be
willing to work with international relief
agencies to resettle or relocate Contras.
AT A CAPITOL HILL news conference, Harkin and Kerry said the Sandinista government is offering a

"window of opportunity" that gives the
United States the chance to resolve its
own concerns about peace and stability
in the region.
"The real question," Kerry said, "to
does this administration want to pursue
negotiations or to it committed to
force."
The latest Nicaraguan peace plan
came as Congress prepares this week
to vote on President Reagan's request

Upgrading main concern
of Ohio Board of Regents
than one source. He said the
money came from a combination of state capital budget appropriations, special line-item
allocations made through the
budget process, individual operating budget allocations and f ederal grants.
HE SATO more than $8 million
of that equipment expenditure
has been used for instructional
purposes.
The money has been used in a
variety of places, including:

• Academic departments -$2.3
million;
• Jerome Library - $2.1 million;
• Computer services - $1.3 million;
• Research and public service
areas-$1.2 million;
• Other support services - $1.2
million.
Equipment purchases include
anything from televisions to new
computer systems, Eakin said.
• See Equipment, page S.

to continue military aid to the antiSandinista rebels.
Kerry said Ortega wants to open
talks with the Reagan administration
and wants a team of congressional
observers to be present.
"THEY ARE WILLING to have rigid
verification" of both relocation efforts
and of the cessation of attempts to
support guerilla efforts in other countries, he said.

Thieves steal
auto stereos
by Haw Tfiiwrl
staff reporter

An increase in car thefts of stereo-related equipment has
caused Public Safety to Increase their patrols of the area,
according to Dean Gerkens, associate director Public Safety.
Six more thefts have occurred since the rash of thefts began
on April 12, bringing the total to 14. Eleven of those have been
from Lot 6, an on-campus student parking lot located behind
Mfieti Alumni Center. The total in damages and thefts is more
man $2,706.
Although Gerkens said he suspects it is the same person(a)
• See Thieves, page 7.
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-EditorialLet them practice
Practice, practice, practice.
This is what we are taught when we are little
- ''practice makes perfect."
But what can a person do when confronted with
something for the first time? What if it is a life or
death situation? If the avenue for practice is
available, should it be taken? And at what expense?
These are the questions facing many police
departments across the United States. How do they
practice for situations where lives are at stake?
The latest form of preparation for police officers
is crisis simulations.
The simulations include situations in which officers have to make a life-or-death decision. The
situations are created by an elaborate system of
computer, visual and audio equipment.
More and more police departments across the
country are looking at such technologies as a way
to cut down on the misuse of deadly force.
These simulators can sharpen officers' reactions
in crisis situations. But critics dismiss these simulations as video games for police - a sort of human
"Pac Man."
We disagree. Even though these simulations may
be expensive, there is no way to determine the
value of a life. If lives can be saved, the expense is
justified.
The expense of the program is little compared to
the lawsuits against different departments across
the United States.
The city of Miami, for instance, recently settled
out of court for $1.1 million on a claim by the family
of Nevell Johnson, a black man shot and killed by a
policeman in 1982.
The system as it stands now is weak. The methods now used for training include shooting ranges
and role playing with other officers.
Role playing? When the lives of many are at
stake? Obviously, there has to be a better way.
And there are: simulations. Simulations are the
way to safer communities in the United States.

The Big Boy blues
by Jim Nieman
There are only a few things in
this world a person can depend
on. The obedience of a fine dog;
the sunrise; gravity; a Volkswagen Beetle; Mom, Dad, apple
pie; the national anthem before
sporting events; the seventh-inning stretch; Cleveland sports
team cellar-dwellers (give me a
break Cav's fans); Federal Express; your mailman and Big
Boy.
Yes, Big Boy. That was until
now. His future is in jeopardy he might be on his way out.
Big Boy family restaurants Frisch's, Elias', Shoney's and
Bob's, et al - have somehow
gotten the idea that they are too
big for Big Boy. Well, Big Boy is
bigger than aU of us Big Boy is
Americana. After all is said and
done are people goingto remember the food? No. The restaurant's name? Ha. The curb
service? Maybe.
The people are going to remember Big Boy standing in
front of every one of these chain
restaurants in his red and white
checked bib-overalls, smiling,
carrying that delicious double
deck cheeseburger sandwich
which is named for him, with a
slingshot in his back pocket and
a light in his eye (shining from
behind a bush). He's there rain
or shine. Heck, he's more dependable than the U.S. mail.
Where did you take your first
date? You probably had enough
money that you didn't want to
take her to Burger Rink or the
Captain Ahab Seahouse, but still
couldn't afford the La JoVan
Chop Shop. Admit it, you went to
Frisch's. Even if you didn't go
there, it was probably one of
your first choices; and if that's
where you did go, Big Boy was
on your first date.
Some professors here probably used to cruise the parking
low in the summertime. They

would get out Dad's big Cadillac, roll up the windows and
pretend they had air-conditioning - it really impressed the
girls. The guys would dart out of
the parking lot every chance
they got to get some fresh air.
They couldn't stop to chat with
the women or their act would be
found out - this was the one
drawback.
Frisch's has already phased
out many of its historic features,
such as the old style Big Boy
Platter - Big Boy, fries and slaw
- and substituted it with the soup
and salad bar. And how are you
going to cruise their parking lots
now that they have gotten rid of
most of their curb service?
Stand by the drive-thru?
To me Frisch's is Big Boy -the
terms are synonymous. It they
take him away the experience of
eating there just wouldn't be the
same. What would I tell my
Cdkids? A plastic boy who
n't exist anymore was the
role model my parents wanted
me to have? That a family restaurant with absolutely no character used to be one of my hangouts?
If Frisch's gets rid of Big Boy,
the next logical step will be to
get rid of the Big Boy sandwich,
and Frisch's without Big Boy is
like Laurel without Hardy, a
beach without sand.
First curb service, next the
Big Boy Platter, now Bis Boy.
Coincidence - I wonder. I can't
decide what is at the root of it all
- communism or organized
crime?
If Frisch's gets rid of Big Boy,
what will be done with him? WUl
he be dumped in Lake Erie? Will
he be given to the pop culture
library? Will he be cut up into
tiny pieces and be used to tile
Frisch's bathrooms?
I'm here to tell you that if
Frisch's gets rid of Big Boy they
might as well get rid of his
sandwich too - because if Big
Boy goes, I go.
Jim Nieman, a senior journalism major from Cincinnati, is a
staff reporter for the News.
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Rpniprl'
by Jerry Bergman
The column is in reference to
the recent article printed about
my tenure situation. It was generally accurate, actually more
so than most of the 60 or so
articles about my case published in various local ana national magazines, most of
which, incidentally, were quite
favorable to me.
It was not mentioned in The
BGNews article that there were
repeated allegations relative to
my honesty, all of which were
totally false or greatly contrived. An example of which it
was claimed thai, for my first
doctorate degree at Wayne State
University, I did not have a 4.0
average for my coursework as I
claimed on a vita prepared after
IleftBGSU.
It was obvious in court that the
University was groping to prove
"misrepresentation." My branscripts were clear, but I wrote to
Wayne State University and now
have a letter from Mark Smith,
Associate Dean, dated April 1,
1965, which stated that, "Dr.
Bergman accumulated an honor
point average of 4.0 for all
coursework taken subsequent to
his admission to the PhX>. program."
Many of the alleged inaccuracies occured on documents
which I produced after I left
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Andthe reasons were

inaccurate or unfair

Bowling Green, thus are actually not relevant.
The documents that they questioned that I wrote while at
Bowling Green in many cases
were produced long before I was
denied tenure, and before I was
promoted. An example is a
working vita (a document that I
used to keep track of my academic activities and was not
intended to be submitted to any
outside reviewer, a fact which
was clearly explained when I
gave it to them) it was stated
that I had hoped to complete a
Ph.D. degree by a certain date.
They evidently contacted the
department which claimed that
I was not even enrolled as a
graduate student. Yet my Bowling Green State University transcript clearly states that I was a
graduate student long before
this time, specifically stating on
my transcript, "Admitted to
graduate college as a degree
student, 9/21/77."
After taking 16 hours or so in
Esychology, I subsequently
ansf erred to sociology where I
have since taken around 100
quarter hours. Another example
is on my working vita I stated
that, for employment before I
came to Bowling Green, I was
deeply involved in group therapy and behavior modification
therapy, and the more traditional psychoanalytic chemotherapy and counseling techniques.

It clearly states for this position that I was involved in researching the effectiveness of
these techniques. How anyone
could misread this section is
totally beyond me. My interest
is hot in doing psychoanalysis,
but researching the efficacy ot
various therapeutic intervention
programs. The results of my
research experience for the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency, which was published in numerous forms, finds
that these techniques clearly
have questionable results for
criminal populations. Similar
other changes such as this were
presented, all patently false.
It was further alleged that
even though I had published
widely, all of my publications
were "deficient.* Most of the
colleagues alleging this themselves had never published a
book. Since I now have around
250 publications in press or print
(although I had only about 150
when my appeal was denied)
including 20 books, monographs
and book chapters, ana each
Sublication was reviewed by two
) three and sometimes up to
five reviewers, my colleagues
are, in essence, claiming that
the 600 or so reviewers are in
error, even though I published in
some of the most prestigious
journals in my field.
It was further alleged that
many of my publications were

not in my area. Actually, I was
also in the educational psychology area, and many of the
courses I taught were in gifted
education. Many of my publications were in these areas.
From the testimony it was
abundantly clear from at least
four or five colleagues that my
religious beliefs and practices
and writing were an issue, if not
an important concern, in my
tenure denial. How anyone can
deny this in the face of the
abundant testimony and numerous affidavits and depositions is
totally beyond me. The allegations of misrepresentation are
clearly fallacious, and are a
pretext for covering up religious
discrimination.
If these issues were of concern, they should have been
brought to my attention long
before this time and I should
have had an opportunity to formally respond to them (I could
have responded quite well if
they were formally brought to
my attention). My only awareness of them was third-hand
through various rumors I occasionally heard. Further, this
concern should have been
brought out in my annual written evaluations of my specific
strengths and weaknesses which
the Charter requires, but which
I never received.
Jerry Bergman is a former assistant professor of education at
the Um versify.

Qut-ofstate investment bill

Competition would aid Ohio banks
by Robert Brown
Trying to decide if Ohio's borders should be opened to reciprocal, interstate banking
sparked a heated debate in the
Ohio House of Representatives.
At the heart of the issue is Sub.
House Bill 102 which passed the
House in March. The legislation
would allow out-of-state hanks to
buy Ohio banks or to charter
new banks in Ohio if the bank is
from a state which extends these
same opportunities to Ohiobased banks.
Sub. House Bill 102 would institute interstate banking in
three stages. Initially, reciprocal banking privileges would
be granted to the contiguous
states of Indiana, Kentucky.
Michigan, Pennsylvania and
WestVirginia.
Two years later, states authorized to do banking in Ohio
would be expanded to include
Delaware, the District of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, Tennessee,
Virginia and Wisconsin. Once
this four-year phase-in period
has been completed, interstate
banking would be open to any
state authorizing reciprocal
banking.
Of the five contiguous states
initially eligible to enter Ohio's
banking market, Kentucky is
the only commonwealth to have
already adopted a reciprocal
banking law.
So why the push for an Ohio
law? Supporters of the bill point
to the consumer. The bill's sponsor says reciprocal bank-

ing would enable consumers to
shop around for better returns
on saving investments and lower
interest loans.
On a larger scale, bill proponents argue Ohio's banking community cannot pretend
interstate banking is not the
industry's future. They say the
concept is already being pioneered by many major national
department stores which are
establishing financial service
networks.

national banks will invest their
monies underscore the basic difference between those fighting
for or against the bill. Bill proponents say larger banks could
offer increased capital for Ohio
citizens and business to borrow
... helping Ohio grow. Bill opponents say allowing out-of-state
banks access to Ohio investments could result in Ohio deposits being invested in other
states ... meaning Ohio money
could finance Kentucky expan-

sion. However, Ohio could also
gain Kentucky money.
I support the measure because
I feel we cannot isolate or insulate Ohio from the national economic environment. No doubt
the competition will be tough,
but I suggest our banks will
respond and be better for the
action.
Robert Brown is a state representative for the 5th district

Those backing the bill also
believe Ohio banks must begin
regional mergers soon to become competitive with many of
the large financial institutions
based in New York, Los Angeles
and Chicago. Without regional
strength, proponents say Ohio
banks will be unprepared to
challenge these major banking
powers when national reciprocal
banking becomes commonplace.
Bill opponents also view competitive strength as a central
organ. They worry that the
stage is being set for a David vs.
Goliath confrontation.
By opening Ohio to out-of-state
bank mergers, many small
banks fear they will be unable to
compete with the services regional "mega-banks" offer and
will be forced to sell out to these
larger banks and centralize
Ohio's financial assets in the
hands of outsiders. Consequently, many farmers and
small businessmen oppose Sub.
House Bill 102 on the grounds
that it will dry up their principal
funding source - local banks.
Predictions of how regional or

'u»«r?...Mouj<?eATH «r HUH* BUHK&Z'?*
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Dinner multicultural
Exotic food, native dances highlight dinner
by Jim Nieman
staff reporter

Exotic food from many nations, and native dances from
other cultures combined to create a unique evening Saturday
as the World Student Association (WSA) culminated a week's
festivities with their annual International Dinner.
More than 17 types of food
could be sampled from the banquet-style dinner, held at St.
Alovsius Catholic Church. "We
had food from Pakistan. India,
Japan, Malaysia, Africa,
Greece, Italy, Spain, France,
and Latin America," Valentine
Syllouri, who arranged the dinner, said. Syllouri, junior insurance major from Cyprus, said
some dishes were created from
a combination of cultures.
The most popular foods were
those "that Americans were ex-

posed to at some time in their
lives," Syllouri said.
Dances performed included
those that are popular in Malaysia, the Middle East, and Aruba.
the Carribean Islands. Some of
the dances are the type that are
performed at holidays, special
events and parties.
"WE JUST grew up with it
(the dances)," Stephen Ghong,
senior chemistry major from
Malaysia, said. "You get exposed to it, and then it's not so
hard to learn." Ghong performed the Scarf Dance with
seven other Malays.
Susana Maduro, senior magazine Journalism major, danced
two dances. The first was called
the "Soca" and is a combination
of soul and calypso music. "It's
a recent rhythm," she said. The
second dance she performed

was an Aruban waltz.
"I was attending (dancing)
classes in Aruba besides my
high
school," Maduro said. •
r
'I enjov the entertainment,"
Maxinne Miller, member of the
International Committee, said.
"I've been attending for so
many years and every year it's
different," she said.
The dinner was sold out four
days early this year; last year
there were tickets available the
day before the dinner, Douglass
Daye, director of international
programs, said.
"This is primarily a student
organized event," Daye said. "It
is organized by students for students and townspeople and faculty." he said, although many
local businesses help out with
the dinners - either with the
drinks or table settings.

Bon Apetit!

BG News/Phil Masturzo

Poh Sang Lo serves a Greek delicacy lo Karen Snyder at the International Banquet held at St. Alovsius Church
on Saturday.
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SPRING""
FEATURING: Nafziger Ice Cream,
Sandwiches & Continental Breakfast

WOOD LANE SPECIAL OLYMPICS

HELP WANTED

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Food Operations job applications for Fall 1985
will be distributed to students on:

To Assist in Special Olympics

Thursday, April 25,1985,1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. only, in
the Forum of the Student Services Building.
Friday, April 26,1985,8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon, only in the
Forum of the Student Services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications in order to insure that as
many students as possible have an opportunity to apply for a job with
Food Operations. Students should take the completed application to the
appropriate dining hall or snack bar by Friday, May 3,1985. Applications
will not be accepted after that date.
Food Operations job applications include: Commons, Founders,
Harshman, Kreischer, McDonald, Mid-Am, Amani, Chilys, Zzas, Bake
Shop, Berries, Towers Inn, Garden Terrace Deli and the University
Union.

Sports Training Program at Wood Lane
• Volunteers Are Needed in the Summer & Fall
• Summer Activities - Aquatics, Softball & Soccer
• Fall/Winter Activities - Bowling, Aquatics, Basketball
If interested contact Liz Sheets, Special Olympics
Coordinator at 352-5115.
11160 East Gypsy Lane
Bowling Green, OH 43402

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 Clough Street
Next to Sterlings-Dorseys-EtCetera

Phone 352-9302 (Anytime)

V

X»/

W

INTRODUCING

ji>

Office hours 10 to 4 (Any other time by appointment

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2 bedroom apts. furnished
free heat
free air conditioning
free cable
free trash pick up
close to campus and stores
laundry facilities in each building

WE HAVE APARTMENTS AVAILABLE ATA
SPECIAL RATE UNTIL MAY 41
CHOOSE YOUR APT. NOWWHILE YOU STILL HAVE A CHOICE

LAURIE ANN
PICKETT

BOTH
FORMERLY
WITH

NICOLE
PFEFFER

THE ARRANGEMENT

T^ERSTSPECKL"
I Regular
'35
"

NOW *25

expiresMayJ 10^1985^

Sdfhiml Milt«30.00
Hike* *7.00
«M§s '35.00
■Lmmrtt Am « NmU *tf fa km *• •*** Ammmmmwt
—»»•** wkkh IMM tktk tmmt mr plehirti."

702 SANDRIDGE

353-4333

r
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computer
'Get Lit* theme of Greek Week City
usage improves
by Meg Tiemey
reporter

This week, the 22 percent of
University students involved in
Greek life have the opportunity
to promote unity as weO as raise
money for their charities for the
last time this year, Mary Kacmarcik, special projects coordinator of Greek Life, said.
The theme of this year's
Greek Week is "Get Lit." Greek
Week began Friday and will run
through April 27.
"It (Greek Week) is a culmination of the year's events, a
final chance to have fun, and to

promote Greek unity and
relationships between the
groups themselves," Kacmarciksaid.
The events of Greek Week
began with a torch run from
Toledo to Bowling Green to raise
money and to kick off the
"Never Again" program.
The Delta Upsilon fraternity
bike race was held Saturday at
College Park. The Alpha
Gamma Sorority and the Sigma
Phi Epsilon Fraterity won the
event.
A Greek Review was held yesterday at Kobacher Hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Building.

"Bach group (sang) a melody
according to the theme they
were given," Kacmarick said.
EXCHANGE DINNERS between the separate fraternities
and sororities will be held tonight, and to culminate the evening, a joint Interfraternity
Council and Panhelleoic meeting will be held.

be in attendance.
The award's ceremonies will
be held at Main Street, 117 N.
Main, tomorrow evening, also.
All of the trophies from the
separate events will then be
presented. There also will be a
movie of the events of Greek
Week, because employees of
Main Street have been taping all
of the events, Kacmarick said.

The President's Lounge at the
Ice Arena will be the stage for
the President's Reception tomorrow evening. Faculty as
well as the presidents of the
fraternities and sororities will

The culmination of the week
will be the Beta 500. Beta Theta
Pi fraternity is sponsoring the
cart race in the Union Oval.
They will also sponsor a Happy
Hours party that day.

For Serious Sun Worshipers\
one day only

Tuesday
All Swimsuits
X/4 off or more
open Tues. Eve till 9:00

Vke PoJL, Puff
525 ti.L- St.

-1

Can H
Don't
litter

Be

by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

There have been some
wholesale computer changes
in the Bowling Green City
Administration Building in the
past year, according to Mayor
Bruce Bellard and other city
officials.
In Bellard's annual report to
city council recently, he highlighted last year's computer
technology breakthroughs.
These included: the purchase,
installation and conversion to
the new D3M System/36;
seven new CRT's; two new
printers; and the first personal computer (PC) to be
installed In the engineering
division.
The move to revamp the
administration can be attributed to the hiring of Data
Processing Manager Perry
Gardai two years ago. Bellard
said Gardai's first job was to
analyze the initial computer
situation, survey the needs for
the future, and then make
recommendations.
"The changes were a result
of his detailed study and have
saved us both time and
money," Bellard said.
Gardai cited the fundamental ideology of computers for
the improvements.
"The basic idea is to capture
data and process that data
into information for decisionmaking, then take that information to the right people at

the right time," be said.
THE SWITCH from the old
IBM System/34 has brought
much praise from Municipal
Administrator Wesley Hoffman who said that the use of
the personal computers and
CRT s have really cut down on
office paperwork and the unnecessary hiring of employees.
Other odd jobs, such as payroll checks, take much less
time also. He said that the 217
checks originally took two
days to figure out and with the
new system it takes 30 minutes.
Hoffman said he believes
the personal computer allows
users to do departmental application that isn't really
suited for bigger computers.
"The PC is like a 'smart
terminal' in that it can work in
total independent capacity or
it can emulate any of the other
CRT's hooked up to the system," he said.
"One of our main objectives
is to make our employees
computer literate and the new
system is probably the simplest on the market to operate.
It's bigger, better, faster and
cheaper, and that's what everybody's always looking
for." Hoffman said.
Recent plans for the future
include utilizing computer
systems in both the police and
fire departments, a job also
proposed by Gardai.

r Dateline

—

Tuesday, April 23

TUESDAY.APR. Z3RD

Piano Master Class - Temple
University Professor Maryan
Filar will conduct the class
from 9:30 a.m.-noon. Free
and open to all. Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center.
International Coffee Hours From 1:30-4 p.m. Free and
open to all. Sponsored by the
World Student Association. 17
Williams.
Abortion Film and Discussion
- "The Silent Scream" will be
shown at 8 p.m. Free and
open to all. Sponsored by Students for Life. 400 Moseley.
Coacert - The New Music
Ensemble will perform at 8
p.m. Free and open to all.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Ford is back on campus with FORD
GREAT START DAY! Come see, kick, and
feel the latest cars and trucks from Ford Division and ask about the special values available
to your campus community.
Don't miss the fun! Don't miss the prizes!
And don't miss your chance to get off to a
great start with Ford!

Geology Lecture - Martha
Withjack, principal research
geologist studying rift deformation for ARCO Oil and Gas
Company in Dallas, Texas,
will lecture on rift deformation at 7:30 p.m. Free and
open to all. 70 Overman.
Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions
by all organizations are welcome and must be turned in
typed and double-spaced one
week prior to the event.

Bean
exchange
student

CO-SPONSORED BY

UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION

U '

IV* PrOYidu You With...
•A Variety of Sim
•Convenient Hour*
•Eaay Acceti
•Security

•

|f of Your Personal Needs..

FORD DEALER

LOCATION/TIME

FTNDLAY FORD

Btwn. Hayes & Prout
Halls
8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

DISHOP FORD

8749309

•Houeehold gooda
•Racraational
• Clothing
•Furniture
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Equipment

I $621.594

(Continued from page 1),

In addition to these expenditures, $2 million was allocated to
the University in housebill 798,
the most recent capital appropriations bill.
Eakin said $1.2 million will go
toward classroom and laboratory equipment and about
$800,000 will be spent on computing equipment.
He said the University is still
spending that money and plans
to have it all used by June 30 of
this year.
A COMMITTEE headed by
Richard Hoare, associate vice
Csident for academic affairs,
made recommendations for
the allocation of the $1.2 million.
The College of Arts and Sciences will get $621,594; the College of Business Administration
will receive $150,000; the College
of Education will get $67,000: the
College of Musical Arts will get
$49 000; the College of Health
and Community Services will

receive $61,000; and the School
of Technology will get $92,000.
Additional appropriations
were made for computer enhancement to different University offices as well as for WBGUTV and library equipment at the
Jerome Library.
Eakin said there has always
been a need for new equipment
at the University, but offered a
couple of reasons for the recent
increase in state allocations for
new equipment at state universities.
"One reason is because there
was a very tight budget and
universities did not make expenditures. They pulled their belt in
to meet the budget," Eakin said.
"Secondly, if you look around
the state, much of the physical
development of the campuses
occurred in the 1980's. Now.
buildings are 20 or 25 years old
and the instructional and scientific equipment is either outdated or just warn out."

Illustration/Phil Masturzo

IZZfl

Fire department
has new number
Number easier
for residents
to remember
Bowling Green residents can
now call 354-FIRE to report a
fire.
The other emergency number,
353-5111, can stiB be used to
report a fire or call an ambulance.
The new number, which became available last week, is
intended to provide an easier
number for people to remember
in the confusion of a fire, Jack
Gonyer, Bowling Green fire
chief, said yesterday.
Gonyer said the fire depart-

ment had originally tried to get
352-5111 as an emergency number because "people are used to
dialing 352 (the oldest of the four
telephone number prefixes used
in Bowling Green) but the people who had the number had had
it a long time and they didn't
want to give it up."
The 352 number belongs to
Maurer's Mobile Home Service
Center, 18487 North Dixie Highway.
The move to get another emergency number came when a
New Year's Eve Are on Grove
Street was reported late, because the person trying to call in
the fire report kept dialing
Maurer's by mistake.
A spokesperson for Maurer's,
who did not want to be identified, said they receive fire emergency calls "two or three times
a month."

BROTHERS, he

352-8408
•MS. MAIN

If- —
| Haircut

BOWLING GREEN

PUFF'S;

Family Size
Deep Dish Pizza
Party Tray

440 E. COURT "*ZZA

(30 slices of pizza)
with 1 or more extra
items-get a

ONE LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
$5.25

FREE 6-Pack of Pepsi
Free Delivery

FREE DELIVERY

NEWL0VEMANAGEMENT
FEATURE OF THE WEEK:

Good thru April 25
bring coupon

| Hours
■MM, -9:30-5:00
IT, W, TH,-9:30-6:30
I Frl, -9:30-7:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

I

850 Scott Hamilton
*
*
*
*

IE I i AIR REPAIR
"Where quality comet tint"

I

1.

located In the Stadium View Shopping Center
Lola
Leah
Suzie

352-2566

S

Very Large Apartments
New Living Room Furniture
Very Close to Campus
Free Water and Sewer
"Hurry, only 2 left!"

328 S. Main

"SMB

■■■■■MMMMMMNI

DISHOPFORD

Luncheon Specials
Monday thru Friday 11-3 p.m.
Soup & Salad Bar with coffee, tea, or soft drink
Batter-Dipped Fish Dinner
Baked Scrod Dinner
Patty Melt, French Fries, Soup & Salad Bar
Lunch Buffet
no coupons or discount with this offer

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* Eighth Street Apartments
803-815 Eighth St.

352-5620

Ratal! Aviibbk"

ll i,l,i|l illll'l

Linden Tree Restaurant

352-1596

Has a special gift for upcoming graduates

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT FROM
FORD
CREDIT.
Phis $400 purchase allowance**
from Ford Motor Company.

* Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

* Field Manor Apartments
542,560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

* Frazee Ave. Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

* 516 E. Merry Apartments

Summer Rental Rates:
Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)

2 bedroom : $424/summer
(1-4 person)

The lurted rates for the apt are for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14. 1985 and they are one
payment for ti.e entire summer + applicable utilities
• Alr-condltloned unlU available

Vehicle! Included
In the Plan.
Youmaychoosea
new 1985 Thunderbird,
LTD, Tempo, Mustang,
Escort, Bronco II or light
trucks up to F-250.
•Pre-Approved Credit.
Just meet three simple
conditions:
• You must have verifiable employ, ment that begins within 120 days of your
vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
• You must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelors degree within 120 days.

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.
••$400 Purchase
Allowance.
Make your best deal...use the
$400 as a down payment or receive a
$400 check directly from Ford after the sale.

FORD

Ford Motoi
Credit
Company

DISHOP FORD

353-5271

Rt. 25, N. of Bowling Green
Hours: Mon & Thurs 8-8;
Tues, Wed & Fri 8-6; Sat 9-3

Tol. 246-9592
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Students march
100,000 protest to end arms race
by Diane Docis
reporter
Over 100,000 people, including
about 20 University students
gathered in Washington, D.C.
Saturday for a march for peace
and justice.
Several of the students had
gone there earlier in the week to
participate in the national university lobby to end the arms
race.
They participated in a
workshop on lobbying techniques and then met with aides
in the offices of representatives
Delbert Latta and Marcy Kaptur and with the staff of Senator
Howard Metzenbaum.
"Our purpose was to inform
Congress of our concern for the
walnting arms race," Brian
Szittai, chair of the Social Justice Committee, the trip's local
sponsor, said.
"We didn't iust do it for ourselves, though. We wanted to
relay the concern other young
people on our campus and everywhere have about the possibility of a nuclear war,"he said.
SZITTAI SAID the students
were particularly interested in
meeting with Representative
Latta "not only because he's our

local congressman, but also because his voting record shows a
consistent opposition to any attempted arms control measures."
The march on Saturday began
with a rally on the ellipse in
front of the White House. University students attending included the group sponsored by
the Social Justice Committee as
well as several students who
drove on their own or with a
nuclear freeze group from Toledo.
The leader of one of the fifteen
bands playing at the rally proclaimed. "This is a day for the
people. And indeed it was.
Tney came from all over the
country. Signs announced,
"New Yorkers for Arms Reduction/' and "Colorado Students
for Peace."
They were of all ages, from
the unborn whose mother wore a
shirt saying, "Nuclear FreezePLEASE" to men and women in
their 70s. The latter included an
elderly couple who paused during their walk to observe University students' signs and tell
them to continue to work for
peace. "You've got to keep it
going. You young people are the
reason we're here to march."

Splish splash
Kenny Rodgers, sophomore technology major, is on the losing end

BG News/Phil Masturzo
of a water fight as he tries to keep cool in this weekend's
unseasonably warm temperatures that reached Into the high 80s.
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/SECRETARIES WEEK
SPECIAL
April 22-26

COFFEE HOUR
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE
WILLIAMS HALL
12 p.m.-4 p.m.

Don't forget your secretary this
week. Dine at the Union's
Pheasant Room and we'll give
your secretary a flower.

'Free & Open to All

Reservations accepted, call 372-25%.

Sponsored by Latin Student Union

H*3*&*atatc*o+onn&*i»t&"3t<>toiat&tt3tc>toic—ate>K>\
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RESUME

When you need to make
your best impression,
let us print your resume
-DATA SHEETSProfessionai work at
reasonable prices. Stop in
and see our samples.

THE
COPT SHOP
3524068

117 E. Court.
Bowling Green

_
^$_

^

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30

JOHN MICHAEL TALBOT /
IN AN EVENING
IN WORSHIP

in
1
Op'*
iI
,ran
Mow thru
We've Expanded
to Serve
You Bettor

20% OFF
ENTIRE LINE OF
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S ACTIVE WEAR
Shorts, Tops, Running Wear,
Swimsuits, and Windbreakers.

A

FALCON HOUSE

"Your Running $ho« ( Sportswear Haodquortori In B.G."

140 E. Wootfer
332-3610
Hours: Daily 10-9; Sat. 10-5; Sun 12-5

-May 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the Masonic Hall
-Heatherdowns Road in Toledo, Ohio
-Tickets are $5 reserved seating and can be
purchased at:
-The Village Preacher, 131 Main 352-3709
-Active Christians Today 352-6486
-St. Thomas More 352-7555

A SONGWRITER'S WORKSHOP

May 18th, will also be put on by John Michael
Talbot in the Franciscan Center in Sylvania,
Ohio. Cost is $5; included is a song booklet
and tape. Tickets available at all regular
outlets.
• For any additonal information please call
Curious Cupid Productions
(419) 478-2076

'//SS/'SS/SSS'/'S/SS 'SS/SsSSS/SSSs
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SHAKESPEARE
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

_ He wrote beautifully without our
Kazor Point marker pen ond Precis* RoWnq Doll. . .
but imogine whot he might hove written with them.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30
Monday - Friday
352-9378

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SAAALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Features:

Professional Secretaries
Week begins April 22. Call
or visit us today.

2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished

laundry areas in each building

Gas heat - gas cooking

Residents pay only electric

(landlord pays gas)

lots of closet space
11/2 bath

Special Features

Klotz
Flower
Farms
353-8381

906 Napoleon Rd.

"toomoynotb»o
Shokespeore but wKh o Pitor
Razor Polni there's no telling whot
you ax*) do The Razor
Pomes durable plastic
point conveys every word
mosmooth. thm unbroken
(low Express your
Individual personality with
every stroke.
Only 98*

Ssr

The perfect companion ro the
Razor Pom Is obo the utumote m
rolling bo! redwotogy The liquid ink
of the Pilot Preose flows
smoothly Dries Instontly
Its tungsten cortxde boll.
offering the strength of
oboNpolnr Insures a
controlled non-skip stroke
— even through cotbons
OntyHg

(pion

■MM -i fWH \:wm*** D»I~«Y A»oci«ior>

PONT

marker pen

precise

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool

• Sun lamps

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Metos Sauna

• Shower massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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Police
Chief
honored
Galen Ash one of five Jefferson Award winners
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

For going "above and beyond
the call of duty," Galen Ash,
Bowling Green City Police
Chief, received one of five Jefferson Awards last Friday.
According to Vikki Kendall,
director of Creative Services at
WTVG-Toledo, Ash had been
selected from 75 nominees of
areas around Toledo for his outstanding service to the community.
Kendall explained that the
Jefferson Award is presented
each year by the American Institute for Public Service on a
national basis. The award is
named after Thomas Jefferson.
Ash received the reward for the

Greatest Public Service Benifiting Local Communities.
The award for this category is
Eresented locally and sponsored
y WTVG in order to "reach into
local communities across the
country to reward initiative and
leadership at the local level,"
Kendall said.
"The thrust of these awards is
to identify community people average citizens, who are performing significant public service, predominately without
recognition," she added.
ASH'S INVOLVEMENT in
community organizations, such
as the City Traffic Commission,
along with his extensive background in community service
were cited as reasons for his
recognition, Kendall said.

She added that WTVG received many letters from citizens of Bowling Green who
commended Ash on his work.
These letters were a deciding
factor in his selection, Kendall
said.
Kendall said Frank Venner,
an anchorman, and H.W.
(Buddy) Ray, vice president
general manager at WTVG,
gave the award to Ash at a
luncheon Friday in the Inverness Club's Director's Room.
She added that Ash's name
will be submitted to the national
competition; only one person
will De selected for the awardKendall said celebrities such
as Bob Hope and Kirk Douglas
had been previous winners of the
Jefferson Award.

glass anywhere except on private property a violation.

the First United Methodist
Church on East Wooster Street
on Saturday.

Blotter

BG Ne

breaking away

*»/J»e PMan

Rounding a corner in the Delta CJpailon bike race, Delta Tau Delta member Gordon Green, sophomore
electronics technology major, stays ahead of Sigma Nu member Todd McRoberts, business major.

A record number of 141 complaints were filed at the Bowling
Green Police Department this
weekend.
Of those, 32 dealt with complaints about loud parties and
music.
Other incidents included 17
open container violations. Police
Chief Galen Ash said the "open
containers law" is an Ohio law
that makes carrying alcoholic
beverages in an open bottle or

The purpose of the law is to
help prevent broken bottles
from cluttering the street, but it
is hard to keep up the prevention
when they have to deal in the
masses, he said.
Also this weekend, two breaking and entering violations were
reported. The first occurred at

According to police, a backpack, personal papers and
camping equipment were stolen
from a visiting minister.
The second break-in occurred
in an apartment at Buckeye
Budget Motel; numerous items
were taken.

!• ■iimmn

Thieves

University Theatre Presents

(Continued from page 1)

committing most of the thefts,
Public Safety has no leads or
It runs in streaks," Gerkens
said, noting this type of theft has
happened in past years and is a
recurring problem.
"Either we catch them or the
person moves on," he said.

Although he said he believes
the chances of catching the thief
are good with the extra patrols,
the chances of recovering the
stolen items are not so good.

GERKENS SAID he would
advise people to install tape
decks, equalizers and speakers
in a way that would make removal easy, so the owner can
take them home at night.
"It's too bad you can't leave it
in. We're not Cleveland or Detroit, but..."
He also said much of the
equipment is highly visible,
making it an easy target.

Gerkens said the equipment is
probably stolen to be resold.
Since most people don't know
the make, model and serial
number of the stolen items, it
cannot be entered into the national computer.

10% off thesis copying

Tuesday Only $A
Inside Only

r:iiii

352-3551

Earth Day '85
April 23,1985
10:30-3:30
Union Oval

.0

"• «,. «•"'"

In cat* of rain: Forum Student Service*
mtomWIon booth* trom UN EiMranmnM Protection Agency. Onto D«pt ol mtunl
rmouroM. Aucubon Society, end canpua orgwizuna

^

kinko's
Expires: 4/30/85

$2 OFF i SI OFF !5040FF
Any large 16" pizza

finy
Any medium
m»dlum 13" pizza

•■■Iftit TWO «k( • «>& itkmi

v«»!th
Itakmi
with TWO
WO Mf
ot Vila
n«of» Items

PMC*' OPtN 4 I

One Urge One Item Pizza

April 26 at 7:30 p.m.
April 27 at 2:00 p.m.
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
Tickets $1.50 at the door

TIE
BBOTHEBS
MIMM

The national computer lists
stolen items. If an item is recovered, the owner is notified.

Springfest 85
Be There!

THESIS
SPECIALISTS

THE

"It only takes 30 seconds to
steal a car," Gerkens said, "so
it's less than that to break a
window or pop a lock."

352-5166

F(»» D*llv*ru
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
1.
VOTED BEST PIZZB IN B.C.

F<»» D»llv«iy
ONE COUPON PER PIZZB
OPEN 4 P.m.
P«firoPEN4
352-5166
VOTED BEST PIZZR IN B.C.

Any small lO" pizza
r\r Irwrtah
or
laia» *uK
tub

'

l^l5l8P8*0^,

ONt

I

^T**" OPEN 4 P.m.

|

352-5166

I

COUPON PER OKDER

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.

■MH

Compare before you buy
We'll be able I
to help you find
the style that
says it best for
you.
Stop in soon and see our selection of 14 kt. and 10 kt. gold
wedding rings. Compare our
prices and service.
New Hours:
^ jEWixinc>To«
0 Monday and Thursday 10-8
f knvwiiNt*. r.tfFN
Tues-Wed-Fri 10-6
125 N. Main
Sat
10-5
Bowling Green
OM\O

[GREENBRIAR INC."
224 E. Wooster
352-0717
BSJ.

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

*
*
*
*
*

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month + electric

Plant and T-shirt Sale
Give us litter- We'll give you a tree button
Sponsor**) 0y Tr* EnvWnmeriM IrrkwMt OnM*p

One test where only
you knowthe score.
(Check One)

Yes

No

DD
DD
DD
DD

Do you wanl to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy lest?

JOSTENS

White Lustrium
00
RINGS 199

Would you prefer a lest
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?

Date
10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Time

Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry It with you and
reed it in private?

Univeristy Bookstore

And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dramatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use It, and only you
will know your test score.

Wed., Thurs., April 24-25

Place

See your Josten's Representative

News Briefs
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Navy sinks boat carrying guerrillas en route to Israel
Brazil's president .elect dies after seven operations
SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP) -President-elect
Tancredo Neves, thwarted by illness from becoming Brazil's first civilian leader in 21 years, died
Sunday after undergoing seven operations since
March 14, the eve of his scheduled inauguration.

He was 75.
The announcement of his death came shortly
after the political veteran was reported in "irreversible condition," with severe neart and lung
complications.

night off the Israeli coast, the military communique said. It added that the dead body of one
guerrilla was pulled from the water and the other
19 were presumed drowned.
It gave no further details about the location of
the boat sinking and a spokesman said he did not
The navy captured eight of the 28 guerrillas on know why the announcement was held up for more
the boat after exchanging fire with them Saturday than a day.

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - The navy sank a boat
carrying guerrillas on their way to attack Israel,
and 20 of the passengers are presumed to have
drowned, the military command announced yesterday.

Fire panics theater audience In Manila, 44 killed
MANILA, the Philippines (AP) - A rural audience fled in panic from a fire in a movie house
complex in the southern Philippines on Sunday,
and 44 people, most of them teen-agers, were
killed in the stampede to get out, police said. Fiftythree people were injured.

"Somebody shouted fire, and all of a sudden
there was confusion. People started rushing to the
doors," said Jeanette Barja, 13, who was one of 20
people injured seriously enough to be hospitalized.
She spoke in a telephone interview from a hospital
at Tabaco, 200 miles southeast of Manila.

Jeep Corp. back to work after power outage
TOLEDO (AP) - Jeep Corp. production was
normal yesteday after the company repaired a
power failure allegedly caused when workers
slashed electrical cables.
"Everything's back in operation," said Jeep
spokeswoman Jan Skunda, who said power on the

Jeep Grand Wagoneer assembly line was lost
Friday after cables were cut. About 370 hourly
workers were sent home as a result of the outage.
"It's our position that they were intentionally
cut," Skunda said of the electric lines.

Eaglets hatch, Ohio's eagle population Increases
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio's wild bald eagle
population has increased with the hatching of
eaglets in three of five Ohio nests last week, an
official for the Ohio Division of Wildlife announced
yesterday.
Denis Case, a biologist for the Division of

Wildlife, said a change in behavior of the adult
pairs in nests in Sandusky, Ottawa and Lucas
counties indicated that eaglets had hatched.
Case indictated eggs in Ohio's two other nests
are expected to hatch within the next few days.

Ohio's endangered species list to be updated
COLUMBUS (AP) - The state Division of Wildlife is updating its endangered species list for the
first time in more than a decade, and a top official
says he expects the list to grow.
"I suspect well end up with a significant increase in the number of species on the list," said

$25 off any gold ring
Wed., Thurs., April 24-25
DATE

Denis Case, assistant administrator for wildlife
management in the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources.
Case said a number of fish and birds probably'
will be added to the list.

Paramedic tried for patients' deaths
QU1NCY, 111. (AP) - A doctor being investigated in the deaths of
several Ohio hospital patients faced trial yesterday on charges he
slipped arsenic-laden ant poison into fellow Quincy paramedics'
snacks.
Dr. Michael Swango, 30, a National Merit scholar in high school
and former U.S. Marine, is charged with aggravated battery in the
non-fatal poisonings of six Adams County Public Health Department
paramedics.
The blond, hazel-eyed Swango was. a paramedic last fall while
awaiting medical licensing in Illinois and Ohio.

'Press' closing Investigated

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
TIME

Univeristy Bookstore
PLACE
Joslens college rings ottered daily at your bookstore

CLEVELAND (AP) -A federal grand Jury is continuing its
investigation into the 1982 closing of the Cleveland Press, boosted by
a Judge's ruling in a related case, according to a published report.
The grand Jury has been meeting periodically since November to
determine whether any federal antitrust laws may have been
violated in the closing.
In March, U.S. District Judge Ann Aldrich dismissed a $120
million lawsuit filed by 89 former printers for the afternoon newspaper.
The Judge said the printers had not proved the alleged antitrust
conspiracy.

Heart recipient goes fishing
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Artificial heart recipient William
Schroeder and his family hung out the "Gone Fishing" sign at their
Louisville apartment this weekend and took off for a nearby lake for
a day of angling.
Meanwhile, doctors at Humana Hospital Audubon have inserted a
device in the most recent Jarvik-7 heart recipient, Jack Burcham, to
help connect him to a kidney dialysis machine if that becomes
necessary, a hospital spokesperson said Sunday.
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY AND LA
UNION DE ESTUDIANTES LATINOS PRESENT

LATINO

Awareness Week
1985
April 22-27

Mon., April 22 ■ * OPENING CEREMONY
12:30 p.m. University Union
Latino Cultural Banquet
6:00 pm St. Aloysius
$2.00 per person
Tues, April 23 ■ * COFFEE HOUR
International Lounge
Williams Hall 12-4:00 pm
•LATINO CINEMA
7:00 pm
Wed., April 24 - LATINO SUTDENT UNION
LUNCHEON
"The Significance of Latinos
in Higher Education"
Towers Inn
Thurs, April 25 - * COFFEE HOUR
International Lounge
Williams Hall 12-4:00 pm
* "A NEW FOCUS ON CENTRAL
AMERICA"
7:00 pm
Alumni Room

Fri, April 26 - "BAILE FESTIVAL"
Mexican • Orquestra
Ranchera/Salsa, Merenque Combo
-5 hours of lively Latino music featuring the talents of Northwest Ohio's
most requested performers
D.C. Ranch - Perrysburg
Dixie Highway
(across from Buttons)
Time: 8:00-1:00 am
Donation: $5.00 per person
$8.00 per couple
Students w/ID $2.00
Doors to open at 7:00 pm
2 vans will be provided to depart from
the Union Oval at 7:00 pm
Sat. April 27 - "MIDWEST STUDENT NEEDS
CONFERENCE"
University Union
11:00 am-6:00 pm
* ACTIVITIES FREE TO ALL UNLESS
OTHERWISE INDICATED
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BSU
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's tennis team
found out the difference between the
cream of the crop and the bottom of the
barrel in the Mid-American Conference
last weekend at BG's Keefe Courts.
Last Friday, the Falcons faced a
weak Central Michigan squad and defeated the Chippewas. M. The next
day, BG was smashed by tough Ball
State, M.
The netters were also awarded a
forfeit win when Marion College
couldn't field a team to raise the Fal-

cons' record to 12-5 overall and 2-2 in
the MAC.
"There were some close matches
against Ball State, but you never feel
comfortable when you get shutout,"
BG coach Bob Gill said. "I was pleased
with our intensity level against CMU, it
is nice to have a breather-type match.
"But I know we aren't going to have
any more 9-0 matches in MAC competition the rest of the season," he added.
AGAINST THE Chippewas, senior
co-captain Jim Demos got the Falcons
flying with a 6-4, 6-2 win over Dan
Trevas at first singles. Steve Beier,
BG's other senior co-captain, followed

by beating Rick Symons 6-3, 6-2 at
second singles.
The senior duo then teamed-up at
first doubles to thrash Symons and Dan
Duncan, 6-1,6-3.
Junior Mark Tinnemeyer won a
tough first set. 7-5, and destroyed Duncan, 6-0, in the second set, at third
singles. BG sophomore Rick Boysen
polished off Pat Kropewnicki, 6-1,6-0 in
fourth singles action.
At fifth singles, Falcon sophomore
Mike Cansfield downed CMU's Greg
Jastrzembowski, 7-6, 6-4. Senior Doug
Miller topped the Chippewas' Dan Ingram in straight 6-2 sets at sixth sin-

gles.
Boysen and Cansfield had little trouble in second doubles, as they beat
Trevas and Kropewnicki, 6-4, 6-3. Tinnemeyer and freshman Ken Bruce
were victorious over CMU's Jon Ezzo
and Jastrzembowski in straight 6-4 sets
at third doubles.
"I was really hoping for some workman-like tennis against CMU and
that's exactly what we got," Gill said.
"We won every match in straight
sets."
DESPITE THE 9-0 loss at the hands
of the Cardinals. Gill saw some bright
spots for the Falcons. _

"In some spots we were very competative," he said. "We were a few points
from winning a couple of matches, but
I'm not going to say we were a few
points from beating Ball State because
we aren't. I just hope that this loss
doesn't effect for our upcoming
matches."
Two of the bright spots that Gill saw
was the play of Demos and Beier.
At first singles, the match went to
three sets before Demos lost to BSU's
Tom Coulton, 7-6,5-7,7-5. Beier took the
Cardinals' John Mermer to three sets
before bowing out, 7-6, 5-7, 6-2, at second singles.
. gee Tennis page 10

Baseball

Going, going, gone: CMU home runs bury BG
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

No one on Bowling Green's
baseball team is going to miss
Dave Nash or the rest of Central Michigan's team.
The Chippewas, defending
Mid-American Conference
champions, swept the Falcons
twice, 10-7 and 4-1 Friday, and

8-7 and 11-0, the first shutout
against them, Saturday.
Nash did the most damage
when he went six for 11 at the
plate, clubing four home runs,
one more than his season total
of three entering the four-game
series. Each round tripper
came off of a different BG
hurler.
"The wind was blowing out

and I lust got the ball in the
air," Nash said. "Last year I
didn't get a hit at all against
BG. I went 0 for the four-game
series. I was having a real bad
year. I was due to come out of
it. It was definitely the four
best games for me. I want to
come back here and play all
the time."
IT WAS NOT just Nash that

gave BG a headache. Falcon
pitchers walked 36 batters over
the four games, compared to 11
base on balls for Chippewa
pitchers.
"If they get away from all
those walks they could have
won three out of four," CMU
head coach Dean Kriener said.
"It could have easily been 2-2
for the weekend. The scores

weren't indicative of how the
weekend went."
Twice, BG made
comebacks, but would eventually lose in the final inning.
In the first game, the Falcons found themselves on the
short end of a 7-1 score, entering the bottom of the fifth.
However, they came back with
two in the fifth and four more

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green second baseman Jamie Reiser applies a late tag to a Central Michigan base
runner during the first game of Saturdays double-header with the Chippewas. CMU won

the contest 8-7 en route to sweeping the four-game weekend series.

in the sixth to knot the game at
seven.
The Chips then responded
with three more in their half of
the seventh, winning 10-7.
In Saturday's opener, BG
again used the fifth stanza to
stage another rally. Down 5-1,
BG came up with five of their
own and grabbed a 6-5 lead.
Chris Carden clouted a two-run
homer to give his team the
lead.
Nash came up with one of his
own in the sixth and followed
with another in the seventh to
put CMU back on top 8-6.
LARRY ARNDT gave BG its
seventh run with his eighth
homer of year, and 28th of his
career, tying the MAC career
mark held by BG's Larry
Owen, Ball State's Greg Dikos
and Eastern Michigan's Audie
Cole.
"He didn't need the wind to
hit that one over," Nash said.
"That was gone the minute it
left the bat."
While Arndt was happy
about the homer, he was not
completely satisfied.
"I wish we could have won
the game." Arndt said. "Some
golfer took off with my ball. I'll
make sure I get the next one
(the record breaker)."
"I'm real pleased with the
way we came back," BG head
coach Ed Platzer said. "Our
kids are winners. They don't
give up. They haven't all season long."
As for the fourth game, in
which BG only had four hits,
Platzer offered no excuses.
"They thoroughly outplayed us in every phase of the
game," he said. "I was really
impressed with Nash, (Greg)
Lotzer, (Doug) Fisher, and
(Jeff) Drozdowski. Those are
four real tough outs."
The four losses put the Falcons' MAC record to 3-6-1.
They continue MAC play this
afternoon in Toledo at 1.

Linksters play
Falcons "error" in weekend series
blossoms in meet
by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's golf
team was in full bloom this
weekend like a spring flower
that had Just been waiting for
the sunshine.
The Falcon linksters, competing in the 21-team MAC Invitational Tournament, finished in a
respectable sixth place.
Ohio State won the tournament, held in DeKalb, 111., with
an 857 for the par 864, 54-hole
tourney. Miami took second with
an 876, Kent State wound up
third (880), Iowa finished fourth
(181), Illinois in fifth (885), and
BG in sixth (887).
Falcon head coach Greg Nye
said that in a tournament that
featured mostly schools from
the Big 10 and Mid-American
Conferences, the MAC hung
tough with the powerful Big 10,
placing three teams in the top
six.
Nye also noted that the Falcons, who were not ranked at all
in the district previous to the
tournament, defeated a number
of highly ranked teams, such as
No. 2 Purdue, No. 5 Eastern
Michigan, No. 8 Northwestern
and No. 9 Indiana.
Nye said he was very pleased
with the way his team performed.
"THE TEAM played fabulous
golf, they played some very intelligent golf. I couldn't be happier with them," the first year
coach said.

Nye was justifiably ecstatic
as BG shot 887. That is an average of about 295 per round for
the team, and just under a 74 per
round for each individual. Nye
had commented earlier in the
week that a 297 was what his
team needed to be competitive,
and last weekend, the Falcons
met those needs.
Randy Stockey and Tim
Rodgers were part of a six-way
tie for 12th place with 219s, averaging about a one-over-par 73
for the three rounds. Guy Newton finished with a 223. Pat Shaw
had a 228, and Doug Clayton
wound up with a 230. Nye was
happy with everyone's effort.
''We had five players who
played quite well under a lot of
academic pressure," he said,
"I'm very proud of the way we
competed.
NYE WAS JUST as satisfied
with the fact that he had a number of golfers that stayed at
home that could have easily
filled in and played just as well.
"Hank Hale, Scott Shimler,
Rob Barsantee, and Will Brown
. are fine golfers and have a lot of
ability," he said. "At the MAC
championships we will use six
players and that is when these
guys will really help us out."
. No matter who the starting
five are for the Falcons in the
next three weeks, the entire
team can be proud of last weekend's outstanding finish at the
MAC InvitationalTournament.

by Karl Smith
sports reporter

The softball team's march to
the Mid-American Conference
Elayoffs ran into a few road
locks last weekend, as the Falcons dropped three of four MAC
games and two non-conference
contests.
Central Michigan swept BG in
Friday's doubleneader 5-2,14-2,

but the Falcons bounced back to
split with Eastern Michigan.
TTje Hurons topped the hosting
Falcons 5-2 in the opener, but
BG prevailed in extra-innings
the second game, 2-1.
EMU opened the first game
with four runs in the first inning,
although none were earned. No
less than five errors were the
culprits as shoddy fielding
plagued the Falcons throughout

Falcon shortstop Sandy Krebs tags Eastern Michigan's Jackie Grace,
who was attempting to steal second base in the first game of

the game.
"We really got hurt by errors,
it got to the point where we
(assistant coach Lori Brown and
coach Gail Davenport) were
struggling for things to tell
them/' Brown said.
SANDY KREBS launched a
two run-homer in the home half
of the first to make the score 4-2,
but that was all the offense BG
could generate.

Mary Kay Bryan took the
loss, scattering seven hits in six
and one-third innings.
"I don't think that Mary Kay
pitched poorly, the defense just
got her in trouble," Brown said.
Edie Campbell hurled for BG
in the second game, but the
defense pulled together, commiting three errors in eight innings. The offense, however,
• See Softball page 10

BG News/ Joe PheUn
Saturday's double-header with the Hurons. EMU won the opener 5-2,
but BG took the second contest, 2-1.
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Inconsistency plagues netters
by Ron Fritz

sports reporter
The kick of consistency displayed by the Falcons has women's tennis coach June Stack
concerned.
Last weekend, the netters
opened with an 8-1 win over MidAmerican Conference foe Ohio
University and followed Saturday morning by falling 7-2 to
Northern Illinois. Saturday afternoon the netters rebounded
with a 7-2 victory over Akron.
The Northern Illinois match is
the one that has Satck so concerned.
"We should have won at least
three of four singles matches."
she said. "When we win, we win
big, but some of our losses might
have gone the other way if we

had some consistency in our
singles play."
Sophomore Korey Kerscher
was victorious in all three of her
singles matches and also teamed with junior Lyn Brooks to
win a doubles match.
"Korey is really holding the
fifth position," Stack said.^'She
has been playing good tennis."
SENIOR CAPTIAN Stacey.
Hudkins beat Oil's Cheryl
Prominski, 6-2, rX) and NIU's
Lisa Peradotti, 7-«, 6-7, «, at
first singles, but was kept out of
the Akron match because of a
leg injury. Hudkins also teamed
with junior Julie Banks to capture two doubles matches.
"Stacey played extremely
well," Stack said. "We are winning at number one and five but

we are inconsistent everywhere
else."
At second singles. Banks
topped UA's Celeste McConihe.
M, r>3 and beat OU's Polly
Gray, 5-7,6-2, M.
"Julie is hitting the ball better," Stack said. 'I hope she can
come through the rest of the
season."
Brooks, at third singles, won
matches over the Zips' Kara
Mostardi, M, 8-3 and OU's Mary
Novak, 6-4, 6-2.
Junior Linda Rohlf topped
UA's Sue Moon, 6-0, 6-2 and the
Bobcats' Becky Burkhart, 7-5,64 at fourth singles.
At sixth singles, senior Diane
Hamilton beat OU's Erin Burke
in 6-4 straight sets.
STACK SAID she believes

•VW

HIKE-BIKE
April 27,1985
(Rain Date: May 4)
Registration begins 8:00 a.m.
Time: 9:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
at Wood Lane School
11160 E. Gypsy Lane, Bowling Green
3525115
For pledge forms, call
Wood Lane School.

$599

2-10" one item pizzas
Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

"We are going to have to get
some more wins in singles during close matches so we don't
have to rely on our doubles,"
Stack added.

continued to sputter, generating
only three hits.
The Falcons did strike first as
Amy Lienhardt scored on a
Krebs' single. EMU's Debbie
Murtagh then put the clamps on
BG, mowing down 17 straight
before Krebs delivered a seventh inning single.
THE FALCONS took their
third straight tie-breaker, scoring on their first opportunity.
Bryan, running for Nancy Paglow, scored when EMU's Mary
Papiersky threw to first base with no teammate to be found
near the base.
Campbell earned the win,
tossing all eight innings, surren-

OUPON

Domino's Pizza Dellvers-Free
2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2

The Falcons' record now
stands at 6-5 overall and 2-2 in
the MAC.
BG hosts Ohio State tomorrow
at Keefe Courts starting at 3
p.m. and travels to Michigan
State on Thursday.

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) Twenty-one thousand friendly
fans should be worth at least
a handful of points to the
Cleveland Cavaliers, and that
should be enough to keep the
Boston Celtics from sweeping
the first round of the National
Basketball Association playoffs, says Cleveland forward
BenPoquette.
"To play so close to the
Celtics in Boston and then go
home is definitely an advantage," Poquette said. "The
fans in Cleveland are twice as
loud as the fans in Boston,
and that should be worth four
points - so we can win by
The Cavaliers worked out
lightly for an hour and a half
Monday, preparing for Tuesday night's third game in the

best-of-five playoff series
with the defending world
champion Celtics.
BOSTON, WHICH was flying to Cleveland Monday
night, won the first two
games by a total of five
points: 126-123 Thursday and
108-106 Saturday.
"We gave them a good
show for two games," said
Cavaliers' forward Edgar
Jones. "We're at home now,
so maybe those three-point
wins will go the other way."
The Celtics, though, had the
best road record in the NBA
this year, 28-13, and the best
overall record at 63-19. Cleveland was 20-21 at home and 3646 overall, narrowly claiming
its first playoff berth since
1978.

Softball Continued from page 9

WOOD COUNTY

Dinner for 4
$799

°«« ner netters should have had
an undefeated weekend.
"Before the Northern Illinois
match I had said it would be a
feather in our cap if we beat
them," Stack said. "I really
though we could beat them but
we have a long way to go. We
need more depth and strength."

Cavs happy to be home

COUPON
DAYS
WEDNESDAY,

Plus one cola
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539

dering only four hits, but hitting
four batters.
The Falcons had trouble hitting anything against CMU as
the highly-touted Chips buried
BG.
"We didn't hit at all against
Central," Brown said. ''When
we did get runners on, we left
them on base."
According to catcher Kathy
Fisher, the Falcons knew what
the Chips could do, they just
couldn't stop them.
"We knew they were good but
we Just couldn't hit," she said.
"When you don't hit, you can't
win games."
The losses leave BG in fifth

place in the MAC, just one spot
shy of a playoff berth. The pressure may have affected the Falcons, according to Brown.
"The pressure of making the
(post-season) tourney hurt us,"
she said. "We Just made it
harder on ourselves."
Akron, ranked fifth in Division II, swept a doubleheader
Sunday, 7-0, 3-2. The Falcons
jumbled their lineup, trying
some new people in different
positions.
Falcon Notes: The Falcons
added pitcher Suzy Mack to
their roster, who participated
with the team in the fall.

Tpn |i £ c Continued from page 9 "Jim and Steve showed strong
leadership all weekend," Gill
said. "On Friday, they both won
easily and on Saturday, those
matches could have gone either
way. There wasn't much difference between our number one
and number two singles and Ball
States'."
Boysen also took the Cardinals' Marty Reist to three seta
before dropping the match, 6-1,
6-7,6-3 at fourth singles.
At third doubles, Tinnemeyer

and Bruce played tough against
the Cardinals undefeated tandem of Eric Nixon and Todd
Hershey, losing 7-5, 7-6.
"In the first set, we sot our
serve broke and lost," GDI said"But in the second set, Mark and
Ken had a 5-2 lead and let Ball
State catchup. They played inexperienced in that set."
The Falcons host Purdue, Indiana and Fort Wayne tomorrow
at Keefe Courts at 3 p.m.
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One large 1-item pizza

'5.00

Free Delivery
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352-3551

MAR L4A
Rent-A-Lane
$

For 8.00 Every Tuesday
From 9 p.m.-12 a.m.
Valid student ID must be presented
* 16 Brunswick Lanes * BAR *
* Game Room * Snack Bar *
010 N. MAIN
Ph. 352-4637

Every TI calculator comes with
one extra number.
1-800-TI-CARES
When you buy a Texas
Instruments calculator you
don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' commitment to quality.
It's a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll-free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.

Of course, there's just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

Meadou/view Court
Apartments
Nun I casino lm S"> N(> S< In ml Yen
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
'all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
*drapes*carpet.party & game room
•swimming pool'sauna
$270-fumlshed
$250-unfumished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-fumlshed
$265-unfurnrsh«d
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumlshed
$200-unfumlsh«d
Plus electric.
t
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Fiw MaknUp to Cknynod Hearth Sat arW
214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
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BG track teams post strong effort
and Joann Lanciaux.
Gray placed first in the 1,500meter run with a time of 4:43.2.,
while Lanciaux won the 3,000meter in 10:08.9. Collas continued to roll with an impressive
17:37.1 in the 5,000-meter, outdistancing the rest of the field.
THE ONLY Field event won
by the Falcons was the high
jump. Emmons took a first In
the competition with a leap of 54.
The men's team featured only
one win in tough competition
Friday and Saturday.
The Redskin Relays featured
an eight-team field. Along with
last week's opponents Toledo
and Eastern Michigan, BG
faced host Miami, Western
Michigan, Central Michigan,
Central State and Rio Grande.
The Falcons' win came in the

by Tom SkcrnMtz
sports reporter
Five individual winners
helped Bowling Green's men's
and women's track teams to a
successful weekend.
The men's team traveled to
Oxford, Oh., for the Redskin
Relays, while the women visited
Ypsilanti, Mich, to compete in
Eastern Michigan's relays. Both
meets were non-scoring events,
thus no team standings or points
were awarded.
In the women's meet, EMU
hosted Sagtaaw Valley, Northwood and Ohio University, along
with BG. The Falcons were well
represented in Saturday's relays with wins coming from four
members. Winning for the women's team were Cheryl Emmons, Sara Collas, Laura Gray

3,000-meter steeple chase, an
event they could not place in the
top five last week at Whitaker
Field. Tom Franek won the
event in 9:24.96
Craig Cox placed second in
the grueling decathalon event
with 63.45 points, while Jeff Mullet came in third in the shot put
with a throw of 49-10.
Both teams face a busy week
with one of the nation's strongest meets, the Perm Relays, this
week.
The meet, held in PhiladelSa, features the women on
ursday and Friday, while the
men go at it Friday and Saturday. The women's team will also
participate in the Becky Boone
Relays Friday and Saturday in
Richmond, Ky.

Weinert signs all-state point guard
floor and that's an essential trait
for a point guard."

Bowling Green basketball
coach John Weinert has announced Scott Kalish of
Fairview Park, a first team allOhio guard, has signed a national letter of intent to attend
BG.
Kalish is a 5-11, 165-pound
point guard from Cleveland's St.
Ignatius High School. He averaged 15.5 points per game as a
senior while shooting 52.3 percent from the field.
"Scott impressed me with his
tremedous ability to lead," Weinert said. "He has the respect of
his teammates on and off the

Hockey team honored
Members of the 1964-85 Bowling Green hockey team were
honored Sunday at a recognition
dinner.
The Falcons compiled a 21-21
overall record, finished fourth in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association with a 17-15 mark
and made thier fourth consecutive appearance in the CCHA
Tournament.
With more than 400 people on

hand, head coach Jerry York
and his assistants introduced the
winners of this year's awards,
highlighted by junior Jamie
Wansbrough's selection as the
team's Most Valuable Player.
Wansbrough also received the
Sam Cooper Trophey as the Falcons' leading scorer with 37
goals and 33 assists for 70 points.
Other award winners included
senior George Roll's Coaches
Award, senior Scott Bylsma's
Scholar-Athlete Award and
sophomore Iain Duncan's most
improved player award.

VARSITY SQUARE APTS.~*\

Laundry facilities
Quiet living

353-7715
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• SPECIAL SUMMER RATES'
CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US
LOCATIONS AT: Summit St., Palmer Ave. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3
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Get ready for a delicious meal, and savings too. When
try one or
of
wnen you cry
Rax's famous roast beef sandwiches, piled high
with juicy roast beef and served on a hot bun.
Or a fluffy baked potato with your choice of six
great toppings. Either way, you can't beat the
taste. Or the savings. Taste the Rax Experience. RESIAURANTS
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SSL -* I SAVEON2$1.00
2 RAX ROAST BEEF
I RAX POTATOES
SANDWICHES
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WHEN YOU BUY

This offer not valid with any other dis
count or coupon. Sales tax charged
where applicable. Offer
good at participating
RAX Restaurants only.

tmtapmvant

1465 N. Scott St.
Napkon

REVTJTJRAIVTS

This offer not valid with any other discount or coupon. Salesi tax
iax charged
cnarged
where applicable. Offer ]
good at participating
RAX Restaurants only.
KMbftaiS/tW
RECTADRAIVFS
W-VMDRArVP»

1006 N. Main
at Poe Rd.
Bowling Green

He*

Bemazard doubled with
one out in the seventh on a
blooper that Trammeil, the
Detroit shortstop, had in his
glove before tripping over
center fielder Cnet Lemon.
Otis Nixon moved Bemazard
to third on an infield single
and Brett Butler followed
with an RBI double.
Nixon came home on Franco's groundout, and Hall
doubled in Butler to give
Cleveland a 6-2 lead.

Applications available at
the SRC main office
Call 2-2711 with questions

Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?

i

bounced an infield hit off Detroit starter Jack Morris, 2-2,
scoring Franco.
Brook Jacoby sacrificed
the runners to second and
third and George Vukovich
walked to fill the bases before
Jerry Willard grounded Into a
f orceout at second to score a
run. Bemazard then singled
to make it 3-1.
The three runs off Morris
were unearned.
Detroit got a run back in the
seventh. Pittaro led off with a
triple and scored when Trammeil - who was playing in his
1,000th major-league game grounded into a forceout.

Student Recreation Center
NEEDS
* Life Guards

WINTHROP TERRACE)
APARTMENTS

• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites

Indians had four errors.
"Playing on a surface like
that, you can't maneuver. It
could affect the outcome of
the game," said Detroit third
baseman Chris Pittaro, who
committed the Tiger error.
"The field's usually soft
this time of year," Corrales
said.
Cleveland starter Don
Schulze, 1-0, allowed two runs
on seven hits in seven innings,
striking out four and walking
none for the victory.
Reliever Tom Waddell
stranded the potential tying
runs at second and third when
he struck out Alan Trammeil
in the eighth. Waddell went on
to pick up his fourth save.
Cleveland, which won for
the fifth time in seven games
after starting the year with
five losses, fell behind 1-0
when John Grubb doubled
and scored on Pittaro's single
in the top of the fourth.
Pittaro, however, mishandled Julio Franco's
grounder opening the bottom
of the inning.
MEL HALL singled Franco
to third and Pat Tabler

CLEVELAND (AP) - Tony
Bemazard, who hit home
runs each of the previous two
days, singled and doubled
Monday to play a critical role
in two three-run rallies as the
Cleveland Indians defeated
the Detroit Tigers 6-4.
Bemazard nonetheless was
pulled from the game in the
eighth inning and replaced at
second base Dy Mike Fischlin,
apparently for defensive purposes.
"I want to know what's
going on," Bemazard said.
I've only got one error, and I
made that today. He (Manager Pat Corrales) knows I
don't like it."
Corrales has been platooning Bemazard and Fischlin
this season after Bemazard
hit only .221 for the Indians
lastyear.
"That was last year," Bernazard said. "If you're producing, they have to put you
in."
THE TIGERS, meanwhile,
complained that the field was
watered down too heavily before the game. Detroit committed one error and the

* Instructor for
Swim Program

Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

Children & pets welcome

Tribe dumps Detroit, 6-4

needs current advanced life saving certificate

1-2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
Single story
mw$.
OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

Rernazard hot

1-75 at Rt. IS
Ptiiiyabai

Elsewhere
Counter offers made to S&L purchase
BG Newi/April 23,1985 12

COLUMBUS (AP) -Ohio officials
are seeking to reduce the amount of
state dollars needed - now estimated at
X'o $129 million - to complete a deal in
ch Chemical Bank of New York
would purchase the shutdown Home
State Savings Bank, a key legislative
spokesman said yesterday.
Rep. Robert D. Nettle, D-Barberton.
who heads the House Financial Institutions Committee, said the state has
made at least two "counter offers" to
the purchase agreement proposed last
week by Chemical. Both are aimed at
overcoming growing resistance in the
Legislature to the use of taxpayers'
money as part of the sale package.

"The name of the game is to get
enough votes," said Nettle, who is
expected to be chief sponsor of the
legislation, which would permit the
New York corporation to take over
Home State and operate it as a bank.
Nettle said that the office of Gov.
Richard Celeste and the Division of
Savings and Loans, under Superintendent Robert McAlister, were monitoring the New York negotiations between
Chemical and Kidder Peabody Co., a
Wall Street banking investment firm
retained by the state earlier this
month:
NETTLE SAID he hopes a bill can be

introduced early this week.
The state has asked Chemical to
permit SW million in state funds to be
placed into a special escrow account
"instead of being turned over to them
cash on the barrel head," Nettle said.
Further, he said the state proposed a
plan calling for Home State depositors
to invest 20 percent of their funds in the
takeover bank, either in debenture
bonds or Ions-term certificates of deposit, in another move that would reduce the amount the state has been
asked to invest.
Last week, as part of the purchase
offer, Chemical - after an examination
of Home State's assets - asked that the

state come up with $120 million to I
secure the funds of Home State d
tors, along with an additional $9 million
to cover loans it did not consider recoverable. The state previously had expected to limit state Involvement to
about $80 million-$90 million.
BRIAN USHER, Celeste's press secretary, confirmed that the state is
asking that $30 million of the requested
total be placed into a special escrow
account for Chemical, and he said the
idea of asking Home State depositors to
invest in the bank has been mentioned
at various points in the talks.
"These are just some of the ways in

which we are trying to limit taxpayer
involvement," Usher said.
As its part of the deal, Chemical
agreed last week to py $21 million as a
premium for entering the Ohio financial market as well as to provide $36
million to help recapitalize the collapsed thrift.
Meanwhile, Celeste and legislative
leaders continued to explore ways for
the state to come up with the balance of
state funds needed. Republican lawmakers have proposed a special bond
issue under existing laws that permit
the state to subsidize job-creating private Industry.

Couple testifies China opens itself to the world
against Brown
CINCINNATI (AP) - Neighbors of Harry and Mariene Walters testified yesterday that they saw Alton Coleman and Debra
Brown at the Walters' suburban Cincinnati borne the day Mrs.
Walters was beaten to death.
The witnesses testified in the opening day of the murder trial
of Brown, who is being tried separately but simultaneously with
Coleman. The case marks the first murder prosecution against
the couple, accused in a Midwest crime spree last summer.
Opening arguments in Coleman's trial were to begin yesterday afternoon.

PEKING (AP) -From disco
to Disney, British rock idols to
bluejeans, China is opening to
the outside world on an unprecedented scale.

Though Deng Xiaoping's communist regime warns against
letting foreign decadence poison
its economic reforms, it's exposing China's billion people to
alien pleasures, products and
technology denied for decades.

Coleman and Brown face the death penalty in the killing of
Mrs. Walters, 44, and beating of her husband, Harry, 46.
Besides Mr. Walters, other possible prosecution witnesses
include the couple's daughter, Sherry, 19, who returned home to
find her parents beaten. She alerted neighbors, who called the
police.

The government is cracking
down on pornography, lotteries
and other "unhealthy tendencies," but the overall relaxation
is profoundly affecting what
Chinese buy, eat, play, watch
and wear.

Jurors in Brown's trial were shown a graphic color videotape
which police filmed in the basement of the Walters' home July
13, showing the beaten, bloodied body of Mrs. Walters.

Television advertisements,
once considered a capitalist evil,
now bombard consumers with

THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA TAU DELTA ARE PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
NEW NEOPHYTES:

messages about Chinese-made
trucks, refrigerators, instant
noodles and underarm deodorants.
ENTERTAINMENT VENTURES include plans for a Walt
Disney-type funland, a Hollywood-style film city and a racetrack, without gambling, named
after the Mongol conqueror KublaiKhan.

Bowling alleys have opened in
Shanghai and Peking. Billiards,
formerly banned as a bourgeois
pastime, is now played in the
streets and in the teahouses of
southern China.

The vast majority of Chinese
still dress in ordinary blues and
grays, living frugally in a society where 80 percent of the

people are peasants who earned
an average of f 122 per capita in
1964.
But young men in the cities
are scrambling to purchase
three-piece suits, flashy neckties, leather shoes, tight
bluejeans, tape players and motorbikes, status symbols in a
society that still moves mostly
by bicycle.

The KEY...
To Winning
Older your 1985 Yearbook
ami you automatically qualify
to win:

Dave "Heaphestos - God of Divine Sanity'' Cox
Troy "Thaddius - God of Peculiarity" Greenwalt
Brian "Iqbal - God of Patriotism" Jones
Rob "Icomos - God of Water Creatures" Roche
Jeff "Cannibus - God of Herbal Fantasies" Slater
Mike "Corinthius - God of the Sacred Waters" Krites

Grand Prize: 15 cotof TV
l*1 Prize: $125 attCertifeate
PurceTs Bike Stop, 131 W.Wooster

2"1 Pri2e: $100 Gift Cerfficale
Frier's Records, 128 N.Man

Two 3rd Prizes:
$25 Gift Certificate
Tradewris, 104 S. Main

Whew! The Brothers of Delta Tail Delta are glad to announce that it's
finally over!!!

ORDER NOW at the

KEY Office
28 West Hall
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. M-F
•rMl

JOHN NEWLOVE

372-0086

•OR-

BG News Office
106 University Hall
8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F

Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
2 BR - Furnished
0
715 Third St.
W
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
S
U
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
M
2 BR - Furnished
M
R
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
£
2 BR - Furnished
Y
R
831 Seventh St.
E
2 BR • Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR • Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details. Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

or caH

372-2601

•OR-

Mail the Coupon
below to 28 West Hall
and be entered
automatically

ORDER NOW • PAY LATER •
Nama
Soc. Sac. No.

The 1985 KEY
Sand to Tha KEY offlco, 28 Wast Hall and ba
automatically entarad in tha Raffia.
Or atop by at Tha KEY of Tha BG Naws off lea,
106 U-Hall, to rag I star.
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111 TAKE A YEARBOOK
Charge the cost ($17.95)
to my account
Do not pay for your book
ml you are bled by (he
Buser.
I WONT BE HERE
in September, 1985. Mai
my book to the address on
te back of tfe card and
bl me $3.50.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -Secretary of
State George Shiiltz, saying the way is
open for diplomatic progress in Middle
East, pledged Sunday mat the United
States would help protect Arab countries
that negotiate directly with Israel.
"Those who take risks for peace should
know that the United States will help
them defend themselves," said Shultz,
who did not offer any specifics about
what form such assistance might take.
"The United States must continue to
support those who seek negotiations and

Schultz
pledges
support
Classifieds:
Apr! 23. 1985

Al your typing needs
Prompt end profesaionel
382-4017 Clara

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
A. part of me Earth Day 85 celebration Or
Roger Thibautt and studanls wil give a slide
presenletion on The Amazon Its Amaang
Paal and Uncertain Future Tuesday. Apr! 23.
7 30pm. Ohio Suite, student Union Joel us!
Sponsored by the Environmental Interest
Group
_^___
Bowing Green Stale University Students for
Ufa presents Sesnl Scream tor the second Hue
me semester it «• be shown et 8 00pm In
400. Moesley Hal Free and open to al'
THIS WED., APRIL 24 WILL BE OUR FINAL
DAY FOR ALUMINUM CAN COLLECTION
10:30-3:30 STUDENT SERVICES FORUM.
SPONSORED BV ENVIRONMENTAL
INTEREST GROUP

LOST A FOUND
Lost Gold Cross Pan in beige pouch Extreme
sentimental value Reward! Rewerd1 Cal
OebbW al 354-3179 it lound
Lost White and green contact lens Caae ml
contact lens It lound. Mease cal 354 2659
REWARD
TO WHOMEVER REMOVED MY CAMERA
FROM MY PURSE LAST THURS. NIGHT
(4-11-S5) AT UPTOWN:
I WOULD RE AIL V LIKE THE FILM BACK THE
PICTURES WERE OF SENTIMENTAL VALUE
ALSO. I WOULD LIKE THE CAMERA WITH MY
NAME ENGRAVED ON IT BACK NO QUESTIONS ASKED REWARD1 CALL 2 5400

RIDES
RIDE NEEDED TO NH—MASS AREA AT END
OF SEMESTER. AND IF POSSIBLE. RIDE
BACK TO BG AROUND JUNE 8 CALL
AUDREY AT 354-2823 THANK YOU

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
538-3701 Toledo, OH
SAT ' LSAT • ORE
ACT • QMAT • MCAT
•C PA REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOARDS—SNCLEXSoroMlee - Fiats - Haas
Have you heard THE SYSTEM?
Contact us to D J your next bash
Competitive Rates - Light Show
Cal 354-8352 Aek (or Dave

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N Mam SI BG
ContklentW/personal care
Specie! Rates BGSU students
Convenient Appointments

354 3540

Abortion, pregnancy lasts
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-255-7789

TYPING SERVICES
16 yrs experience term papers, letters.
• 1-885-2240 Reasonable rates
Pregnancy Problem?
Free taste » help
HeertBeal of Toledo
1-241-9131

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

• FOUTS TYPING ■
Si/page (da) On campus pick up (M-F)
4 OOpm 689 2579

SOS of! everything
VATAUB OSFtT IPS N. Main

TUCKER TYPING
Proteaeional equipment tor your naada. Cal
Nancy 3S2-O809
STUDENTS have al your typing needs done
professionaly We type term papers,
assertabona. theate. book manuscripts.
resumes I any general typing.
Also eiperiencd m legal > medical typmg
Bring this ad m lor special dwcount
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES
688-8945 Bowling Green

ALPHA PHI'S
SKI EP'S ARE PSYCHED FOX
ALPHA PHI-SKI EP SARSEOUE!
CONGRATULATIONS
NEW OZ DANCERS
DEBBI COOPER (COORDINATOR!
KATM MIXER
COLLEEN VAUGHN
AMY PIESEN
THERESA WHARTON
EVA ANTONtW (ALTERNATE)
AMY OTTO (ALTERNATE)

peaceful solutions against those who promote violence and oppose peace," he said
in an address to the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee's annual policy
conference.

the time for the Arabs to let King Hussein
come forward. There is no alternative to
direct negotiation. The longer this truth
is evaded, the longer the Palestinian
people are the victim."

Shultz noted that after Jordan's King
Hussein tried to bring Palestinians to the
bargaining table with the Israelis, Jordanian diplomats were assassinated and
offices of Jordanian Airlines were
bombed.
"Now is the time for the Arabs to let
negotiations proceed," he said. "Now Is

SCHULTZ SAID that "the way is open
for progress, even early progress. ...
Today, Tor trie first time in years, there
are signs of a new realism and a new
commitment on the part of key regional
leaders."
The secretary said that Arabs working
for peace "are taking risks. Radical

SO* off everything.
LOCKEROOM 109 N. Main
DearZ-Dsgs:
You al looked abeolutety beautiful Friday
morning- how were the donuts?
Love, OX-OX

Student Rec Center In need ol Life Guards
(needs currant advanced He saving cerSAcale)
and kTtruclor tor Leam-to-Swtm program
Appecaaona avaastet etthe SRC mem office
THE NEW MADNESS
SPRINOFEST 'SS
•T'SS
'SS

Dean Tail Dalie and Alpha Phi Alpha- The
Alpha Xl'a are looking forward to having a
greet Orsok Week with you! Pet Ml
Free Square Dance
Open to anyone we'l teach you!
Tuaa Apr. 23, 7 30pm
Student Services Forum
GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Apr! Special: S30 00 Perm Special
ndudee haltcul 352-5818
GORDON SELL- THE MAN. THE LEGEND
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR JOB WITH
OTIS EVERYTME I GO UP > DOWN ILL
TWNK OF YOU YOU KNOW WHAT? I'M
GONNA BUY YOU A THERMOS JUST FOR
GETTING TMS JOBi rli. MISS YOU.
JADE
Grand Opening Sale
Falcon House
Athletic Shoe Annex
Free Hats > Posters
140 E Wooster

•ss
Tonight at 5:00 a) sura to be e winner with the
Cr« O. Alphe Sig. Sigma Nu dinner Be sure to
bring your 'HUNGRY MAN APPETITE
because we've got a FIVE COURSE meal that's
out-otslght
Love. The Cni-O's
SOS Off everything
LOCKEROOM IPS N. Mewl
We want you"! The Summer Fto-Rogtolratlon
Sssff kt now accepting appkcaftone lor Pre-Reg
Student Volunteers It's s great opportunity lo
meet new people end develop interpersonal
exas Each volunteer w*1 be entitled Bone tree
meal tor each day worked. Pre-Reg. rune from
Mon Jury 8th Frl Aug 2nd thai year Let us
know when you can work- We'l be happy to
acoomodale you! Applications are available In
406 Student Services Any Questions Cal
372-2843 Appecations deadkne • Wed June
5th at 5 OOpm

ORDER OF OMEGA:
ITS arnost time tor the new leaders to take over1
Elections tomorrow! (24th)

Roommate needed Fas-Spring. 85-88 Cal Pal
after 10 OOpm 364-8021

No experience necessary. Can tor
interview between SAM-SPM Monday
thru Friday. 1-S80-602S

SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO 9pm
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
COMSNG
COMING
COMING
COMING

EVERYTHING FOR LESS AT
WSMALL

Roommate needed tor Spring/Summer
Apt Corner ol S Cosege > Napoleon,
near drive-thru Reasonable Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141
NEED DESPERATELY PLACE TO LIVE FOR
FALL SEMESTER ONLY PLEASE CALL
AUDREY AT 354-2823 THANK YOU
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SUMMER NICE
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS OWN
BEDROOM CALL 352 8849
Rmte needed lor 2 bdrm apt Qme! studious
lemala Cal Cathy 352-7010
1 NS ROOMMATE needed lor 85-88 Apt
across Oft Towers SI20/montb- utebes
xvcluded Cal 352-2367

r ii f

BUYOUT! LIQUIDATIONS! CLOSEOUTS! OVERSTOCKS!

SAVE 30% TO 70% AND MORE
EJ TULIP

Honeet, energetic, sen-motivated mdrviduals
18 S over needed tor cheaenging. fast paced
lObi Apply m person alter 8 Dm Tuee thru Sat
at Button's Night Club Rl 25 Perrysburg

Local firm has openings In It's fire and
lately depart Guaranteed starting salary

BOS off eeerythlng
VATAN8 OJFTS IPS N. Main

'SS IS
'SS IS
'SS IS
$5 IS

Counselors Camp Wayne, morthsaat Pennsylvania. Co-ed chSdren's camp 6:22-822 On
campus mtervews. Thurs Aprs 25. Sign up
room 480 Studt Serv BkJg Women S Man
Tenres. guitar, oamtmg/drawmg
ceramics
(hand S wheel), photography, macrame. bat*
caBgraphy, Uno cuts sculpture weterekl,
easing, dance, drama director, group leader■
(20) Men only.hockey haaebel. overnight
camping, general For more Into write- Camp
Wayne. 12 Asevaro St. Lido Beach. NY
11561 (mduda your achool phone number)

Girts needed to sublease apt lor summer
Close lo campus and cheap Cal 354-8404

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
'STWHO PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY'
CALL NOW 352-3638
FOR INFO OR RATES AND
SCHEDULING

Plialld Poly Pant Reg $29 95
SALE $14 95
Jeans NThinge 531 Ridge

eWMNOFEST
SPRtNGFEST
SPRtHQFEST
SPPJNOFEST

HELP WANTED

WANTED

FALCON CUPPER Haircuts $8-7. harsh/tee
$8-9 Cal lor an spot today' 352-8200

kt It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor S44
through the U S government? Get the
tacts today! Cal 1-312-742-1142
EH. 1794.

KREISCHER QUAD
THE TOGA TUNNEL PARTY IS COMING ..
ARE YOU READY?

Female roommate for summer
Appro*
$140/month Col 352-1910 lor detail

Pt tana counter parson m Ice cream shop
Apply m person Mon-Frl 4-11pm 248 N Mam
SUassSER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS, MARKETING. SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WSJ. YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
We are an sitsbllihed. Toledo baaed dinnoutlng company with exciting sales poeNlons
available starting May 13th through August
Hat
WE OFFER
'Opportunity to earn $200-400 par week
•Base salary, commission, expenaas
' Exceptional training with pay
•Opportunity to travel
■ Possibility to work a home town territory
YOU WOULD MEED: A desire tor the sale.
experience, dependable car. be able to work
fun tame, fane a desire to need to earn at
leeat $2,000 this summer.
CALL (419) M2-3712 or write PERMA
CRAFTS
515* Monroe St. Toledo, OH 4M21

Hay Thorn Kerka.
We al knew II wee coming. You finally did It.
Congratulations on your Phi Pel-Alpha Deft
lewjHerlng lo Qeyle suckle Whai'e nexf?Yo» PM Pal brothers

Kappa Siga and Sigma Delta PI. Get psyched
lor the best Greek Week ever We era.
Love the Sieters ol Alpha Gam

forces in the region use terrorism and
threats of war not only against Americans and Israelis but against responsible
Arabs who have worked to bring Egypt
back in the Arab fold and who have
sought to promote negotiations with Israel."
"The only way to achieve a genuine,
lasting peace is through direct negotiations between the Arab states and Israel," he said. "No other procedures can
substitute. No other approach will get
anywhere. No further plans or preliminaries are needed."

MM Ml

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,000 • $50 OOOryr
possible Al occupations Cal 1-808-6876000 Ext R-9849 to Ind oul how
•HOMEMAKERSBe More! Wan to train sharp homemeker to
Interview, fare, and supervise toy 1 gar demonstrators, part ame JuN thru December
Exceaent In-home Income Background of
teaching, business or party plan helpful NO
Investment. Free training. Cal Penney 734
6172 Also hiring demonatrators tor your aree
Position open tor feme) WSl at gala summer
camp. Black River Ranch Croswel. Midi
[313)879-2506

CC4SPUTER OPERATOR
No experience nereaeary
Cal us today at (419) 471-1440
Job Exchange Smal fee
•aANAQEMEMTIMARKETING
Entry level or experienced
Hmng now' Cal (41»| 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smal loe
DISC JOCKEY
Wl tram' Cal (419) 4711440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smal to*
Cleeelend Aree OMC Plant has Co-op
DjkaiSiAj, fljur ■ wa aa a ■ las. ej—^ .U..—.. m> , — fc, -— ■ - a,
rOwWitOn for ■urnmew ifi mwimfntigj. a>opntTtOrV
or Junior In Chemistry Paya $70 par day. Call
coop office 372-2451 or lop by 222 Admin.

»*»»
Free ioo search traateig * x» ptaoamenl
services For more mlo cal Lesley 354 3541
WSOS Community Action Commiaelon mc ■
now taking appsceltons lor the summer Youth
Employment Program which * funded through
the Toledo Private Industry CouncS
Thkt program a open to Wood County youth
who questy Ages 14-21 The Employment
Program wl begm June 16. 1985 Those who
quaety wl be able to work at a maximum of
SOhrsrwaek and be pax) $3 36 par hr For
lurther lr*x™«on. please cal WSOS office at
3543541
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Youngstown S Akron-Canto** area Fus-hme
sumrner employment Earn $2,000-3.600 pkrs Cash scholarships up to $1.000.
Guaranteed Income Have Iota ol tun' Must be
rteBgent, ambitious, and axe girtai Think it's
i-npossibla? Cal Mr Sekery al 362-3780 after
9 pm.

FOR SALE
SAILBOARD PRODUCTS: Nona
Spartan,
Freedom RAF sees, others, discounts Hi wind
sals. 178 South BroeokMgh. Columbus Ohio
43209
GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM $1
(U Repair) AJao oeanouent tax property Cal 1.
805-687-6000 Ext GH-9849 lot kvlorniation.
For Sato- 1980 Yamaha 400cc $750 00 8865197
1983 750 Honda Shadow Motorcycle 2300
-raws, excooani cond 435-1503 etler 4 pm
Suspended, folding toft. University approved.
txcsMnl condition. Must seal. $M.
.CsSsVflM
FOR SALE
University epproved 2 person Oh
Cal Kesy 372-4330
83 Dodge Omni 4-door hatchback, stttkehlft.
excel gaa mssoge. etereo. rrant cond ,
$3900 ■ Cal 372-2441. 9-4pm
For Sale 1978 Chev Mekbu Classic
4-Dr 88.000 ml Great shape' Cal 364-8352
anytime

Continued on page 14

WHEN WE MAKE A GOOD DEAL. YOU GET A GOOD
DEAL! WE BUY FAMOUS BRAND MERCHANDISE AT
A FRACTION OF THE ORIGINAL WHOLESALE PRICE.
AND BECAUSE WE BUY FOR LESS. WE CAN SELL FOR
LESS . . . EVERYDAY! GUARANTEED!
DUE TO THE NATURE OF OUR BUSINESS, QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED

Classifieds

Continued from page 13

1977 Datsun2C<>SX Greet summer car Sandy
2-1812
FOfl SALE: 1881 YAMAHA 850 MAXIM
EXCELLENT CONOfTON CALL Te\l AT 3548124
Foe Sea): cutout couch- *45 00 and Luy-Boy
Ota*-188.00 3647144
'87 Mustang. 289.8 cyl . 73.000 original
i. $2500 fern. V0£. 353 4834. John

2 BED SUSPENDED LOfT
$100 00
lyMTOld
Can 372-5153

Specious, turn 1 bdrm apt Aval lor summer.
$270/mo Greet tot 2 AHac 8 354-8884

Houses I Apts tor I88S 88 school year
gneeVBuuja Renlale 382-9457 btwn 124pm or 362-8917 after 6:00pm

FOR RENT

HOUSE for summer 4lh and S Coeege
Microwave, oashwaahar. waahar 1 dryer, 1 at
cond Fits five comlortabty $210/person Cal
364-7833 for Wo

Wrote house across from Oflenhauer. 2 bdrm
apt for 3 or 4. Available Summer I Fat. yra
lease $3767mo plus uaaoss. dapoalt Daytime
352-7506-ant 48 After 5 30 352-3408

Two bedroom apt. for sublet over summer
Pays al but electric $350 a month or
negotiable Located on 5th and High Cal In
eversnga 354-7787

DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Close to campus
Cal 362-7454

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
par parson par month unturn -4 parson apt
$134
pat parson par month-turn -4 parson apt
Naxt to Sam B'a Raet (acroaa from Horshmanl
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SF.BVICF.-24 hra /day
FREE HEAT 1 CABLE TV
Convamant to SRC. Unary 1 Mualc Bktg
Naxt to raafaams. book store, laundry mat,
bank 1 carry-out Cat Tom at 352-1800 eve
$ wkanda or 362 4873 Mon -Frt In AM

WntrJusig Oreee $ wa4 Gorgeous tvory gown
w/catnecreJ tram a chapal length van sue 12
Oltglnaty $700. aaklng $275. Cal 353-3821
FUZZ MNTERS FOfl SALE: MIC80 EVE
■■Waal eVW MAM VIEW aWMOft. USED
•OH • etOS (MO. SMt.OO) SELLWO FOR
*t*0. CALL SAW CHI FACH AT 352-4382 or
UH1U
Nlilil to aak • mo. SM mu.Hi 12 speed
bake la m EicaDant condition. Call Ron al
U2-70JS to. more Mo.

> to

l available for efficiency opts
(Fall $286/mo includes TV a Cabal Al utt..
futy lum 364-3182 11-4.

FOfl SALE Woman'a long Oown coat, asking
$80. and two spring formala. asking $30 each
Cal 352-4438
Wedding Oresa
Bsauanl. antique style. VeneOan lace Sue 7Haw, never worn- Price negotleble 362 2284

Summer Leases Now Avaaable
Flexible baaing, pool. AC . I bedroom. $180
par month: 2 bedroom $210p*r month Cal
354-3633, 12-5

2 Bedroom apt tor 2 or 3
students - near campus ■
2 earnests. InrJraMual ksaaes
3 bdrm. fum house 1 bet campus $576 par
mo plua uM Ph 353-3855
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TUESDAY - BATTLE OF
THE BODIES
For ladies only— Featuring
Wesley & Skin games. Doors
open at 7:30. Show starts at 8:00.
After 9:30 the men are allowed
in.
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2 bedroom apts avaaade
l2 4Tusa-Sat
Apartment lor rent Vary dose to campus and
town Fumiehed and utaeee paid Cal 382-

WEDNESDAY-HOT LEGS
NIGHT
Cash prizes for the hottest
legs. 18 & over. 50* on mixed
drinks 'til 8:30.
Located just north of BG on Route 25

3 bdrm house on Lehman Ave Ctoee to
downtown CH 362-6822
Steeping rooms aval Fum A unturn Aval 2nd
eemeeter Neat & ckftan. Cal Newlove Mgmt.
352-6820.
THURSTH APARTMENTS
AIR OJfaDITOWNa. FULLY CARPETED CABLEVtSION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIUTKS NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER $ FALL
481 THURSTIN AVE. 352-6435

Two bedroom apartrnenta for atanmer. 352-

2683
FOR RENT Apt duplex tor 3 people Lower
duplex lor 4 people Phone 352-0839
Apt., summer rates, tal. phona 352-0428

LOOK!

You'll Find Everything
Looks Better Through
Correct Prescription Lenses

SINGLE
VISION
LENS&
FRAME

BIFOCAL
LENS&
FRAME

34M

Theee prices irxlude your chosce ol over 1,000
current frame fashions. Tinted. pJostk. over
else and out of nock lens priced Mghar. Eye
evomlnotlon charge extra.

EYES EXAMINED BY
Dr. S. Shift, O.D.

Burlington Optical Inc.
1*14 I. Woost... Stadium Ploio, Sowllng Drawn, 352-2333
3133 Syltranlat A«*., Tol.do, 472-1113
IMS S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, 312 2030

THE BOYS ARE BACK

Thursday, May 2
Doors open at 7 p.m.
Concert starts at 8 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
$7.00
Students $5.00 w/ BGSU ID
with special
guest to be
announced

54M

Standard clear glass
I us -400 to -200 cyl.

r

;ents

Dale 382-4380,

ROCKLEDQE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm.. turn apt
dMnwaahar. extra storage.
Comer of S Coeege > Sixth
Cal 362-3841 12-4 or 354-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

6192

Need Female and Male atudanta to hi houses
and apartments Phona 352-7385

rfttjt^iVS

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited b> Trade Michel Jaffc
47 Huron craft
36 Hettew
OOWN
ACROSS
48 Tivoli atrolWrs
measure
1 F*Myt*»*
1 'F»u»t.'*'Of
50 Cocksur*
38 Shrewd
character
on*
51 Musical
2 Bartend
30 Wary on*
8 Chanod it
wrap-up
41 Marched
3 Sea eagles
11 Diego* a delight
53 H**v*nly harp
4 Kind of service 42 Actress Grant
H UlWaWflW
44 SonofG*d
54 Cut ol meat
5 Trivial
sklfll
45 Ironsid*
pursuit ?
55 Grafted, in
15 Chewth*
portray**
h*raldry
6 Transta
ictntry
46 Word with
58 Chop
7 Famous
1« Pinch
cookiernakar
gold or silver
59 Rtl's relative
17 Duck
8 Gad about
19 Woodward
9 Ann** segmenl
11ipl* role
10 Madden
20 Gaelic
AHSWEJLTO PREVIOUS rUZZLE:
11 Diamond edge
21 Oui«
12 Metal pin
Z3 Concur
13 Duelers
24 Tangible
chotc«s
26 NOZ2IB5
18 Nurtur*
27 Sop'ano
23 Gtop
Gerald me
25 Gourmandlie
30 Now Ho Chi
26 BorsandKay
Minn City
27 Roll tightly
32 Wolf pack
HI:
KII.HU
28 Roses love
rrtembtf
33 Mothef-ol-pea/i 29 Cartoon
character
34 Gorceyof dim
30 Lustrous
37 Khome.n»co.n
fabric
38 Doves digs
31 Winning pair.
39 Lode line
4t times
40 instructed
"I'll £
filtt.4
ja+E
33 Kay* of the
41 Lutelia.
tlilLA
ballet
J
today
35 Roof part
42 Head lor home
43 White Houte
1
1
1
H ii
i
resident
45 Toot
H
l
it
46 Be quick as
it
a Bunny
48 Paadedeui.
n
r.
•i
lor on*
49Craz*
50 Rock fault
r H n
a 11
52 Winn*
Pu"
ii
56 Roadie* r*st
57 Guy* and
Doll*" *uthor
60 Bool section
61 Give off
m
62 Badge for a
scoul
63 ■'
dainty
m
M
1»
1 u 1
little gloves
"totantrtt"
M
64 Pajnurot
dancer*
H
65 Camel or
Spitfire

SUMMER ratee avadabts
2 bedroom apartments
Cal 352-7454
Carty Rentals
r Rentata at Special Rates
Houses RoomaApwtmenta atarkng at $180
■ month - 2 1/2 or 3 month tossea

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes
Cal 354-2280 or 352-8583
John Newlove Real Estate
318 E Wooster

SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEOflOOMS
Acroaa trom Harahman Dorm
Cal Tom at 352 1800 eva t wkanda
or 352-4873 Mon -Frt m AM

1 bedroom apt
5 btocka from campus* 12 mo lease
Cal 362-7454

SUMMEWFALL RENTALS:
Modem, turnlshed, AC apt*. Excellent
location, reasonable rent l-BR (aummar
only) and 2 IR (summer sndtor nail yeer)
CaM3H-«—
1 or 2 persona needed lor Summer. 2 bedroom
quiet apt with AC only 1/2 block from campus
Cat Jan at 382-4794 or Chtta at 384-7327

SUMMER APTS.
2 berAOOTh. furnished.
Air cond., Laundry facilities
Cable TV I water
Plld by owner
$47$.00 TOTAL
352-7112

Tickets go on sale Thursday, April 25,10:00 a.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Tickets will then be on sale each weekday. 9:30 a.m.5:00 p.m. at the Union Ticket office. Only two tickets per
BGSU ID.
No food, beverages, cameras or recording devices permitted

